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before. This passion allowed me to pursue this extensive project, even if the
objects of my passion were not as beautiful as the coins she had labored to
collect. Ms. Buerger once told me that she never collected Republican coins
because they "never caught her heart." While they lack the beauty and grace
of a Greek tetradrachm, I believe the coins of this collection have a beauty and
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inspired my study of ancient numisma tics, and its existence served as a
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Creating the Catalogue and the Collection

The collection of Roman Republican coins in the Classics Department
of Lawrence University began with 55 coins. With only a few exceptions, the
provenance of the collection is unknown . Coin #4, the bronze as of Publius
Cornelius Sulla, was excavated on the Esquiline hill in 1905. Coin #32, the
denarius with Hercules strangling the Nemean Lion on the reverse, was
donated by George Banta, presumably by George R. Banta, Jr., a Lawrentian of
the class of 1910. The exact date that the Classics department came into
possession of the collection is also unknown. The terminus ante quem must be
1927-28 when four coins from the collection were reported stolen. Whoever
purchased the collection chose a unique variety of coins which spans the
period from the striking of one of the first silver coins of Rome to the early
denarii of Augustus. The coins chosen could not be a simple random
sampling of Roman Republican coinage. The designer of the collection took
great effort to ensure the representation of important mythological figures,
prominent magistrates and Roman families, depictions of historical events,
and both silver and bronze coins. The result was a wide variety of coin types
to be studied by students of Classics, Art History, History, or any other major.
The only remaining information about the original collection is the set
of envelopes which originally held the coins. Written on the exterior of each
envelope is the name of the minting magistrate, the year it was minted, a
grading assignment, its purchase price, and its catalog reference. A photocopy
was made of all the envelopes which was then used in all the subsequent
projects involving the collection.
The collection of 51 coins has remained in the cabinet of the Classics
Department in the Hiram A. Jones Latin Library for the past seventy years.
About two years ago, Kate Metzger and Elizabeth Amos, both Classics majors,
were given the responsibility of preparing a small exhibit of the coins to be
displayed in the library. The coins were taken out of the cabinet, cleaned, and
catalogued. The coins were cleaned by spitting on them and rubbing them
with Kleenex. The cataloguing of the coins was done mainly by Kate Metzger
using the antiquated photocopies mentioned above which provided
information for each coin. The information on the photocopies was severely
limited and, in most cases, did not even identify which images were displayed
on which coins. Ms. Metzger made a meticulous effort to describe the types of
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the coins she had chosen. For the first time, a recorded catalogue of several of
the coins of the collection was made and used in an academic setting. After
the exhibit ended, the coins were returned to the cabinet.
The following year, the exhibition of the Otillia Buerger collection
opened and enlightened several Classics majors to the study of numismatics.
The summer after the closing of the exhibition, I was working in the Wriston
Art Center when Pamela O'Donnell came across an inventory from the 1950s,
describing a "large collection of Roman Republican coins in the Classics
Department." I remembered the labors of Ms. Metzger and Ms. Amos and
began forming plans to augment their initial attempts to clean and form the
coins into a collective, academic unit.
My personal interest in numismatics led to this reconstruction and
examination of the coin collection. Herein are the fruits of my labors. The
work begins with a brief introduction outlining the history of the coinage of
the Roman Republic with emphasis on the Temple of Juno Moneta, the
official mint in Rome during the Republic. The introduction is largely based
on the work I did while a student at the Intercollegiate Center for Classical
Studies in Rome. A scientific analysis of the methods and results of my
attempts to clean the coins will follow. The catalog includes brief entries for
each of the remaining 51 coins in the collection to serve as a basis of research
for future students. The catalog concludes with brief instructions for the
handling and grading of coins in the collection and a glossary of numismatic
terms.
In addition to the creation of this written work, I coordinated the
construction of additional resources for the collection and an exhibit for the
coins. I took slides of both sides of each coin as well as several earlier Roman
coins to be used by students or faculty for presentations on some or all of the
coins or for closer examination of the coin types. I also organized the
construction of an exhibit of the coins in the Hiram A. Jones Latin Library and
ensured the coins were protected and made easily available for students. The
culmination of my work was a fully accessible and viable resource for future
students of all majors and fields of study.
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Introduction

The Roman Republic began with the expulsion of the Etruscan kings c.
509 B.C. and ended in 27 B.C. with the inauguration of the Principate of
Octavian. Within a short period, Rome grew from an individual principality
to a thriving empire of allies, colonies, and subordinate states. Within this
empire, trade and commerce grew at a remarkable rate. With expansion of
the Roman economy came the need for offices and laws to govern, calculate,
and measure the commerce. This need was met with a complex system of
coinage. The system included a wide variety of bronze, gold, and silver coins
of several denominations decorated with a wide array of artistic and
propagandistic coin types.
The collection of Roman Republican coins in the Classics Department
of Lawrence University is a unique and almost entirely inclusive collection
for the student of Roman Republican numismatics. Significant magistrates
and families, historical figures, and coin types are all represented. From the
victoriatus, one of the first significant issues of silver coinage in Rome, to the
denarius of the Italic Confederation in the Social War, the collection provides
an excellent timeline of Roman Republican history including the influences
of significant events and figures.
A GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE HISTORY OF REPUBLICAN COINAGEl
Coinage before 269 B.C.

The Romans were slow to develop a structured and orderly system of
currency. For the first two centuries of the Republic, the Roman economy
was based on a bartering system. The first form of a tradable currency was
cattle. The term for money, pecunia, is derived from pecus ("cattle") since oxen
and sheep were popularly used for barter.2 Over time, bronze ingots, which
were never officially assigned a specific value, became a valuable metal to be
traded in place of an ox or sheep.3
Roman coinage began with simple bronze ingots known as aes rude
!Michael Crawford's Roman Republican Coinage is currently the most complete analysis of
Republican numismatics and should be consulted first for information regarding dating of
individual coins and the magistrates who minted them.
2Harold Mattingly, '" Aes and Pecunia': Records of Roman Currency Down to 269 B.C." NC
(1943).
3R.A.G. Carson, Coins of the World (New York, 1962), p. 106.
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which eventually completely replaced oxen and sheep as the main bartering
unit in Roman commerce. 4 As Rome expanded its control and influence in
the fourth century B.C., it came into contact with the Etruscan cities to the
north, the southern Greek colonies, and Carthage, all of which had
established bartering systems based on the exchange of bronze and silver
coinage. In an attempt to establish their control over conquered areas as well
as to pay troops assigned to the area with the local coinage, Rome began to
require the established mints to operate under Roman jurisdiction. For
example, in Neapolis, Romano-Campanian silver didrachms began to be
minted after 280 B.C. with the epigram 'ROMANO.' This epigram
demonstrated that the coin had been minted under the jurisdiction of Rome
and was guaranteed a specific value, even though the coin was not minted in
Rome.s
Around 289 B.C., Rome established a set college of three men, known
as the triumviri monetales, to preside over the production of coins. Also that
year, the Temple of Juno Moneta was established as the official location for
minting coins. The first coin produced by the mint at Juno Moneta was aes
signatum with the following coin types:
1:
Eagle on thunderbolt/Pegasus6
2:
Shield/Shield
3.
Corn-ear/Tripod7
4.
Elephant/Pig
5.
Sword/Scabbard
6.
Bull/BullB
7.
Tripod/ Anchor
8.
Trident/ Caduceus
9.
Trident/Dolphin9
Aes signatum was a cast bar of bronze, weighing an average of six pounds,
carried no marks of value, and was probably equal in value to a contemporary
silver didrachm from Neapolis. Aes signatum, while barely resembling a
typical coin, is in fact currency since it was used as a means of barter, carried a
sign of official sanction, and had its value determined by an official source.l o
4rlate 1,1 and slide #1.
SMattingly, '"Aes,"' 28-9; Burnett, "Changing," 180-1; ). G. Milne, "The Problem of Early
Roman Coinage" URS, 1946), p. 91.; Crawford, RRC, p. 44.
6Slide #2.
7Slide #3. Plate I, 2.
Bslicte #4.
9carson, Coins, p. 106, pl. 189.
lOMilne, "Problem," 92; Mattingly, '" Aes,"' 32-39.
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While still only a "clumsy experiment," the nine types of aes signatum minted
before the First Punic War demonstrate the transition from the barter system
of large bronze ingots to a more convenient and common coin like those
minted in southern Italy.ll Aes signatum allowed Roman triumviri to begin
designing coin types, setting weight values, and casting forms of bronze.
Not long after 289 B.C., Rome also began to cast and strike aes grave, a
circular coin which was similar in shape and design to the coins of the
Etruscans and southern Greeks except significantly larger in size. The triumviri
monetales, with the assistance of Greek die-engravers from southern mints,
began implementing images of gods and symbols as coin types . The
denominations and figures used as coin types for aes grave were:
1.
As- Janus
2.
Semis - Jupiter
3.
Triens - Minerva
4.
Quadrans - Hercules
5.
Sextans - Mercury
6.
Uncia - Roma12
Production of aes grave was subsequently expanded to the other mints in Italy
under Roman jurisdiction.
As Rome began to expand its influence northward and southward, the
method of bartering had to accommodate the established bartering systems in
these regions which were based on the exchange of silver coinage.
The
evolution of Roman coinage from bronze bars of aes signatum to circular
bronze coins in aes grave demonstrates Rome's ability to adapt its bartering
system to accommodate the newly conquered regions.l3 In this way, Rome
began to modify and perfect its minting operations to produce bronze coinage
which resembled the silver coinage that already existed in southern Italy.
Coinage minted in Rome between 269 B.C. and c. 211 B.C.

In 269 B.C., after the defeat of Pyrrhus, Rome acquired large amounts of
silver from southern Italy. The consuls of the time, C. Fabius and Q.
Ogulnius, decided to abandon traditional casting methods and began to strike
silver didrachms similar to those produced in Neapolis.14 The consuls chose

11Mattingly, "'Aes,"' 28-9, 36; Burnett, "Changing," 180-1; Milne, "Problem," 91.
12See coin #1. joseph Coffin, The Complete Book of Coin Collecting (New York, 1970), pp. 185186.
13Mattingly, "First Age" (1929), 20, 23-7.
14pJiny, Natural History, XXXIII.xiii.3, 42-45 in Thomsen, ERC, Vol. 1, p. 27.
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the Hercules coin type for the obverse, in reference to the greatness of their
families, and the she-wolf coin type for the reverse, in reference to the
legendary formation of Rome.lS The mint at Juno Moneta had by this time
become an established organization and was then capable of easily switching
from minting bronze coins to producing silver coins. The new silver coins
were similar to the Campanian silver coins already used to the south of
Rome.
The First Punic War did little to alter Roman coinage. During the First
Punic War, most of the expenses were likely paid with aes grave. During this
time, coin types began to be deliberately chosen to reflect current events and
were used for propagandistic purposes by the leaders of Rome. Aes grave
commemorated the naval victories of the First Punic War with its
Janus/Prow image.l6
Around 225 B.C., Rome introduced a new type of silver coin, the
quadrigatus, which became the standard silver coin for Rome.J7 Soon after,
the 'ROMANO' inscription on coins was replaced with 'ROMA.'
This
demonstrated a shift from southern mints to the central mint in Rome for
producing Roman coinage.18
With the advent of the Second Punic War, Hannibal's invasion of
Italy, and the rebellions in the colonies, the mint at Juno Moneta was forced
to bear the financial burden of the war with its limited resources. The silver
and bronze coins lost value. In view of this emergency, around 217 B.C.,
Rome began to produce its first gold coins, struck much like the didrachms
and worth about twice as much as one quadrigatus.19 The gold coins were
issued to pay off large debts and to attempt to stabilize the failing economy.
Over the course of the war, Rome would mint two types of gold coins:
1)
Janus/Two warriors swearing an oath of allegiance over the
sacrifice of a pig held by a third warrior
2)
Mars/Eagle on a thunderboJt20
lSPlate I, 4. Mattingly, "First Age" (1929), 67ff.
16Plate 1,3. Pliny, Nat. Hist .. , XXXIII.xiii.44-5 in Thomsen, ERC, Vol. 1, p. 27.
17Crawford, RRC, p. 44. The quadrigatus is similar in style to the quad riga type of coin
minted in Syracuse during the previous century. The development of the quadrigatus coin
type on the reverse could be based on these popular coins.
18Plate I, 5. Pliny, Nat. Hist., 46 in Thomsen, ERC, Vol. 1, p. 27; Thomsen, ibid. Vol. 3, 263.
19p[iny, Nat. Hist., XXXIII.xiii.47 in Thomsen, ibid., Vol. 1, p. 27; Thomsen, ibid., Vol. 3,
265.; Carson, Coins, 109-110.
ZOcarson, ibid., 109-110, pl. 198.
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Around 215 B.C., in the hope of further stabilizing their currency
system, the triumviri monetales began minting the victoriatus type, a smaller
silver denomination valued at about 1/2 a quadrigatus. The obverse of Jupiter
and the reverse of Victory placing a laurel wrea th on the head of a trophy
served to promote the concept of the invincibility of Rome and to encourage
hope for continued victories. 2 1 Unlike previous coins, the value of a
victoriatus was recognized, not with a fixed denomination, but by its weight. It
was well su ited for easy use and distribution in foreign commercial
transac tions. Issuing the victoriatus did not prevent the declining value of
Roman coins.
The Dating of the denarius

The dating of the denarius was a major debate in early texts by Roman
Republican numismatists. Literary sources, such as Pliny and Livy, led to
misleading conclusions on the origin of the denarius. The passages in Pliny on
early Roman coinage are disputed due to his use of the term denarius to
describe the coin minted in 269 B.C., which was still at that time a silver
didrachm. Since Pliny agreed with Livy that silver coins were first minted by
Rome in 269 B.C., initially numismatists considered the passages of Pliny and
Livy accurate and p laced the origin of the denarius at 269 B.C.22
Harold Mattingly and E.S.G. Robinson's The Date of the Roman Denarius
and Other Landmarks in Early Roman Coinage changed the established date for
the first time and placed the origin of the denarius at 187 B.C. Mattingly and
Robinson proposed that after 187 B.C., when both the Punic Wars and the
Macedonian conquests had been completed and financial stabilization was
possible, Rome had a sufficiently stable economy and supply of raw materials
to institute the drastic restructuring of their monetary system.
Since the time of this monumental work, studies of coin hoards,
comparisons with contemporary silver coins like the quadrigatus and the
victoriatus, and a re-examination of the primary sources led numismatists to
place the origin of the denarius during the Second Punic War c. 211 B.C. Two
major coin hoards were discovered: first, a large coin hoard at Morgantina in
2lsee coin #2. Crawford, RRC, p. 44; Pliny, Nat. Hist., XXXJll.xiii.46 in Thomsen, Vol. 1, p.
27; Thomsen, ibid., VoL 3, 264. This is an example of some of the first uses of coin types as
~ropaganda, referring to a victory that had yet to come.
2See ).G. Milne, "Pliny on the First Coinage at Rome" (The Classical Review, 1936) and
"Roman Literary Evidence on the Coinage" URS, 1938).
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Sicily; second, the Coin Miser's hoard of 2005 Roman coins at Cosa. Each
hoard had several denarii from the Republic. An analysis of both hoards led
numismatists to establish a progression for the development of Roman
coinage during the Second Punic War. This development placed the creation
of the denarius system around 211 B.C..
The denarius System

Around 211 B.C., the triumviri monetales and the Republic took a bold,
new approach to coinage. In the hopes of further stabilizing the failing
economy, the magistrates decided to produce a more standardized and
controllable form of currency by setting a strict and specific value and weight
for each type of coin. The new silver didrachm, now called a denarius, with a
Roma/Dioscuri type, would have a set weight and a value of ten bronze
asses23 The denarius was accompanied by two smaller denominations of
bronze coins:

(

1)
Quinarius- worth 5 asses
2)
Sestertius- worth 2 1/2 asses
To insure that these values were maintained, the triumviri monetales began
inscribing marks of value onto denarii with an X (referring to the coin's value
of ten asses). The denarius system deteriorated slightly in value after 211 B.C.,
but after numerous Roman successes and ultimate v ictory in the Second
Punic War, the denarius stabilized and became the standard silver coin for the
Republic .
Influence of the triumviri monetales after c. 150 B.C.

As Rome entered into its second century of minting coins, the creation
of new, more elaborate coin types and the advent of legends on coins brought
significant changes to Roman coins. The office of the triumviri monetales
became a more prominent and influential institution. As a result, coin types
and minting techniques were created and modified to augment the position,
prestige, and fame of the magistrate.
Around 155 B.C., the triumviri monetales began to take a more influential
role in designing coin types. They began simp ly by placing abbreviations of
their own names on the reverse of their coins.24 The family name would

(

23See coin #3. Pliny, Nat. Hist., XXXIII.xiii.44 in Thomsen, ERC, Vol. 1, p. 27.
24See coin #4.
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then appear next to images of gods and goddesses in various forms of
triumphal activity. By associating the family name with a god or goddess, the
triumviri monetales increased the fame and prestige of their families.
Not long afterwards, the triumviri monetales began to alter the coin types
on the reverse of their coins. They began to display images which alluded to a
victory, achievement, or historical event instigated or accomplished by a
family ancestor .25 Not only did the coin types commemorate the greatness of
the history of Rome, they also commemorated the greatness of the family of
the man who minted the coin. By honoring his historically famous ancestor,
the man was honoring his own fam ily, and ultimately himself. By
associating himself with his famous ancestor, a triumvir hoped to increase his
own personal prestige and fame . The chosen images were never sacrilegious
or insulted the gods by placing the image of a living mortal on a coin. Such
an act would, in the eyes of the Romans, bring down the wrath of the gods
and display the triumvir as an impious Roman .
Plated Coins

The triumviri monetales also began to produce plated coins in the middle
of the second century B.C. . Plated coins were made of a copper or base-metal
core with a layer of gold or silver plated on during the minting process. 26 The
images for plated coins were copied from actual silver coins.27 When the
plated coins were minted, they were indistinguishable from a coin of solid
meta].28 Plated coins were originally classified by numismatists as ancient
forgeries. In fact, plated coins were most likely made by officials in charge of
minting official coins29 Whether the plated coins were deliberate forgeries or
official coins is still a matter of dispute.30 Exactly why a magistrate would
create plated coins is uncertain; almost all triumviri monetales from the middle
of the second century B.C. through to the dictatorship of Sulla produced
p lated coins.31 The only way to determine if a coin was plated was to chisel
2Ssee coin #8. Carson, Coins, 113. Clive Foss, Roman Historical Coins (London, 1990), ix.
26See coin #10. E.A. Sydenham, "On Roman Plated Coins," NC (1940), p. 190.
27M. Crawford, "Plated Coins-False Coins," NC (1968), p. 57.
28sydenham, "Plated," 196.
29sydenham, ibid., 194.
30sydenham, ibid., 192-4. Sydenham asserts that the coins were official products of the
mint since they were consistently minted by officials. Crawford, "Plated," 58-9. Crawford
asserts that all plated coins should be classified as ancient forgeries and not sanctioned
coins.
31sydenham, "Plated," 196.
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into the coin or wait for the silver plating to corrode away. If discovered by an
ancient Roman citizen, a plated coin would have to be replaced by a coin of
solid metal by the magistrate.32
Serrated Coins

Also during the late second century B.C., the triumviri monetales began
serrating, or notching, the edges of some of their coins.33 The first serrated
coin was minted in commemoration of the foundation of a Roman colony at
Narbo, Spain.3 4 The serrated edge, while originally thought to demonstrate
that the coin was made entirely out of one metal,35 actually served to
designate the coin for use in the northern territories where its irregular shape
was understood as authentic and usable by the native populations which
were unfamiliar with Roman coinage.36 The serrated coin continued to be
used well into the first century B.C.37
Influences and Changes for Coinage from 82-27 B.C.

Often, prominent Roman nobles or government leaders developed
and financed the minting of special issues of coinage.38 The coins were
minted in addition to the coins of the triumviri monetales for that year and
were still legal tender. The patrons of special coins typically commissioned
coin types which commemorated a recent military or diplomatic success. On
the legends of such coins, the patrons would include their names, sometimes
their titles, and the inscription S C, senatus consulto.39 This official seal of
approval by the Senate was required in order for the coin to be minted.
Special issues of coins were the first use of coin types to commemorate living
magistrates. The patron was confident enough in his own achievements to
renounce tradition and honor his own achievements in the same manner
that ancestors had been honored in the previous Republican coinage.
32crawford, "Plated," 55.
33H. Mattingly, "The Roman 'Serrati,"' NC (1924), pp. 31-3; E. A. Sydenham, "The Origin
of the Roman Serrati," NC (1935), pp. 210, 229-31.
34 See coin #13.
35carson, Coin s, 116; Mattingly, "Serrati," 37.
36Mattingly, ibid., 44-5, 51-2; Sydenham, "Serrati," 212-13, 220, 222.
37Mattingly believes that the supporters of Marius used serrated coins for commerce while
members of the SuUan party used unserrated coins. No material exists to support his
hypothesis. Mattingly, ibid., 47-8, 51.
38see coin #36.
39"By the decree of the Senate."
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After the dictatorship of Sulla, prominent Roman rulers had greater
control over the coin types chosen to be minted. Sulla himself ordered
images of Venus, his patron deity, depicted on coins and ordered his own
name and titles to be incorporated into the legend.40 Julius Caesar continued
the tradition of dedicating victories to Venus while fighting in the northern
regions .4I
Julius Caesar abandoned several traditional uses of coin types in order
to honor his own achievements. Caesar had his name placed on the obverse
of his coins, replaced a god or goddess with an image which related to
himself, and depicted symbols of offices that he had held or personal
victories.42 Caesar was directly honoring his own achievements rather than
honoring an ancestor. He was also emphasizing that he was the man who
achieved these successes by placing his own full name on his coin. Caesar
took the final and grandest step of placing his own portrait on his coins. He
was the first Roman to place a portrait of a living ruler on a Roman coin. The
grand changes in using coin types instigated by Julius Caesar would continue
to be used by emperors throughout the entire Roman Empire.
Marc Antony, while a triumvir with Octavian and Lepidus, displayed his
own age on a coin, deliberately making reference to himself and his aged
stature.43 Once he had fled Rome, he minted his own coins to pay for his
legions and to commemorate his greatness and confidence in victory.44 The
coins were the first Roman coins substandard in their metal content, even
more so than plated coins, since he lacked sufficient minting materials.
Octavian continued the numismatic traditions established by Julius
Caesar by placing his own portrait on the obverse of a coin. He also expanded
the legends of his coins to include his titles and heritage to the divine Julius
Caesar.45 Thus, just as the previous Republican triumviri monetales had done,
he linked himself to a successful ancestor to enhance his own fame and
prestige. All of these trends in minting coins would continue well into the
coinage of the Roman Empire as well as modern day coinage.

40see coin #30.

41See coins #42 and 45.
42see coins #42 and 45 again.
43see coin #46.
44see coin #50.
45See coins #48 and 49.
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THE REPUBLICAN MINT IN ROME
Traditionally, the mint in Rome was placed within the Temple of Juno
Moneta on the Arx of the Capitoline hill (see Figure 1). No archeological
remains exist of this once important structure. It is believed to have stood
underneath the transept of the church Santa Maria in Aracoeli. The temple
structure was a simple Republican design as depicted on the remains of a
relief found near Ostia (see Figure 2). The temple appears to have been
pseudo-peripteral with Ionic columns along the raised podium. The
pediment was a simple design of spiral, vine-like tendrils . The roof was
probably made of terracotta tiles without akroteria or antefixes. Ovid
mentions that the temple was placed on a high podium: "Where high
Moneta lifts her steps sublime . . They say too that the temple of Juno
Moneta was founded in fulfillment of thy vow, Camillus, on the summit of
the citadel: formerly it had been the house of Manlius who once protected
Capitoline Jupiter against the Gallic arms."46 Nash proposes that a structure
was added to the temple to house the mint itself, though without
archeological remains, the supposition, while logical, cannot be proved.47
In 345 B.C., while in battle with Aurunci forces, the dictator L. Furius
Camillus vowed to build a temple to Juno Moneta. Livy states that Camillus
vowed a temple to Juno Moneta in the heat of battle even though his forces
were "accepting battle without shrinking."48 After Camillus' victory, the
senate assigned duoviri to oversee construction of the manubial temple, which
was finally dedicated on 1 June 344 B.C. Livy reports how the temple was to
be erected "in a style becoming to the grandeur of the Roman people" and the
site was appointed for it in arce. 49 According to Plutarch, years before, while
the Gauls were sacking Rome, this area had been near a place where a large
group of sacred geese had been awakened by the sound of the approaching
Gauls and alerted the nearby Roman troops, thus staying a possible disaster.SO
Babelon proposes that around 390 B.C. a small hut-like sanctuary had existed
46Qvid, Fasti !.637-9, VI.183-7.
47Nash, Pictorial Dictionary, 515. Edward Sydenham concurs w ith the belief that around
289 B.C. an officina was constructed near the temple that housed the workshop and also
offices for the regular staff and operatives: The Roman Republican Coinage (London, 1952) p.
1.; H. Mattingly, "The Various Styles of the Roman Republican Coinage" p. 60.
48Livy, VII.xxviii.4-7 in Thomsen, ERC, Vol. 1, p. 33. Livy reports that Camillus vowed to
Juno using the epithet Moneta. For the meaning and significance, see p. 15.
49ibid. The consuls were G. Marcius Rutulus and T. Manlius Torquatus.
SOPlutarch, Cami llu s, XXVII.2-4. See Figure 2 w ith the flock of frightened geese before the
steps of the temple.
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on the site dedicated to an archaic, possibly Sabine goddess whose attribute
was the goose, and who was later incorporated by Juno.sl The area on which
the temple was built was also where the house of M. Manlius Capitolinus
(Camillus' master of the horse) had stood until it was razed in 384 B.C.
Manlius was thrown from the Tarpeian rock and, once his house had been
razed, the people of Rome decreed that no man could ever have a house
upon the Capitoline again.52

(

(

The mint itself was placed in an ideal location. The temple was ideal to
establish a mint within since it was situated on the Arx, a highly defensible
position, had proximity to the Treasury and police forces, and had the
necessary amount of space after the destruction of Manlius' house.S3 With a
temple complex already in place, converting the area into a mint would have
been easily accomplished. A large set of stairs led down from the Arx,
presumably towards the treasury in the Temple of Saturn in the Forum
Romanum. Steps to the treasury would have provided an easy route to
transfer coins from the mint.
Uses for the temple before 289 B.C. are not clear. Giesecke believes that
the temple was the storage place of the official weights and measures for the
state, but no literary evidence supports this supposition.54 Once the temple
was designated as the mint for Rome, its layout and daily activities must have
been significantly altered. A mint requires reasonable areas for heating stoves
to melt metal down to flans, as well as striking areas that would produce a
great deal of noise. In fact, some Roman mints similar to the one at Juno
Moneta were closed due to excessive amounts of vapors created from the
smelting of ore.ss A sacred area such as the temple would hardly have been
the appropriate place for such dirty and noisy activity. More likely, an
additional structure was built near the temple or set aside to house the
furnaces, the workshops for die-engravers and strikers, and perhaps
administrative rooms for the triumviri monetales.

51 Thomsen, ERC, Vol. 3, p. 88. This is one of the first possible examp les of Juno Moneta as
an ad vising goddess. This is to be discussed on p. 15.
52Livy Vl.xx.13 in Thomsen, ibid., Vol. 1, p. 33; Plutarch, Camillus, XXXVI.7.
53Hands, "juno," 3; Thomsen, ibid., Vol. 3, p. 88.
54Thomsen, ibid., Vol. 3, p. 88.
SSR. Monastersky, "Ancient Metal Mines Sullied Global Skies," Science News April13, 1996:
230-31.
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THE EPITHET "MONETA"
The epithet Moneta, as attributed to Juno by Camillus when he called
upon her assistance in battle, has been an object of intense discussion among
numismatists and philologists. The epithet is believed to have origins in
Punic, Greek, and Roman sources. The term also had several possible
meanings and translations which should be considered in determining the
true definition of the term.
Traditionally, the term Moneta was derived from moneo , "to advise" or
"to assist":
"The Romans, having lacked wealth in the war with Pyrrhus and the Tarentines,
prayed to Hera; she proclaimed to them, if they clung to their weapons with
justice, wealth would not be lacking for them. Happening upon it thus, the Romans,
for this reason, honored Juno Moneta, and this is the evidence, having defined that
currency was to be engraved in her ternple.''56

Suidas reports that Moneta was meant as a term referring, not to Juno's
advising role with Camillus, but her guardianship over money and wealth
required during the wars in southern Italy at the beginning of the fourth
century B.C. The term Moneta, referring to a guardian over money and
wealth, was addressed first by Ernst Assmann in 1906.
Assmann asserts that Camillus called upon Juno Moneta as a guardian
of his financia l arrangements with Carthage. Camillus had recently acquired
financial assistance from Carthage and was calling upon Juno Moneta to
protect that assistance. Assmann believed that the term Moneta could not
mean "Adviser," since Camillus was invoking the goddess as a protector in
times of great financial stress. Assmann then linked Juno to the Carthaginian
goddess Astarte, whose surname was associated with large silver coins
minted by Carthage inscribed machanat, meaning "war-camp." Assmann
asserts that after Camillus received monetary assistance from Carthage, he
actually invoked the Carthaginian goddess Astarte, personified in the Roman
equivalent Juno, for protection not only of his army in its war-camps, but also
the coins and his financial assistance.57 In 1907, Vincenzo Constanzi agreed
with Assmann, asserting that the epithet Moneta had indeed been derived
from the Carthaginian machanat by way of an intermediate stage
56Suidas, Movl\Ta in Thomsen, ERC, Vol. 1, p. 33. Translation graciously provided by Beth
Severy.

57Thomsen, ibid., Vol. 3, p. 86. Assmann, "Moneta" (K/io, 1906) pp. 477ff. Thus, the term
Moneta would have been associated with coinage from its inception by Rome.
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incorporating the Greek term l.lOVTJTO. He also asserted that it would later
became associated with moneo and then attached to Juno. He also believed a
large amount of machanat coinage had been deposited in the Temple of Juno
Moneta .ss Constanzi's points, while perhaps valid, lack not only philological
support, but support from the coins themselves, and should be discounted.
Mattingly, in his attempt to prove Carthaginian influence on RomanoCampanian coinage, also reasserted Assmann's original views without
providing additional evidence.59
In 1910, A.W. Hands continued the discussion and reasserted that
Moneta was derived from a form of moneo. Hands believed that the term
Moneta came from a conjunction of an original supine of the second
conjugation, which had a long e, with the additional Aryan suffix "-ta," as it
had been added to such goddesses as Vesta and Morta. If moneta meant "an
advisor," then the "meaning of the name was associated with the idea of a
wisdom which was as useful in peace [i.e. coinage] as in war."60
In 1914, Ernst Babelon agreed with Hands and reasserted the primacy of
moneo as the source of Moneta. He denounced Assman and Constanzi's
theories of linking Roman coins with Punic issues and associating Juno
Moneta with anything Carthaginian. Babelon believed that machanat coins
were only one of several varieties of Carthaginian coins and would not have
necessarily come to represent all Roman coin types. Also, he did not believe
that, based on coin finds, the machanat coin had penetrated Italy enough to
become a common term for money.61 Babelon, as stated above, thought that
a rustic goddess had inhabited the site of the Temple of Juno Moneta and was
incorporated into Juno after 345 B.C. For her role in saving the Romans from
the Gauls in 390 B.C., the goddess came to be associated with moneo and
"advising."62 In 1924, Giesecke continued Babelon's assertions and associated
Moneta with the Greek term ~ovas, "unit, norm" or "primordial measure
and primordial weight."63 Giesecke's ideas were primarily based on his
58Thomsen, ibid., Vol. 3, p. 87. Constanzi, "Moneta" (Kiio, 1907), pp. 335£1.
59H. Mattingly, "The Romano-Campanian Coinage and the Pyrrhic War" (NC, 1924), pp.
181ff.
60Hands, "Juno," 11.
61Thomsen, ERC, Vol. 3, pp. 87-8. Ernst Babelon, "Moneta" (Memoires de I'Academie des
Inscriptions et Belles Lettres, XXXIX, 1914, pp. 241ff.)
62See p. 13 and footnote 54.
63Thomsen, ERC , Vol. 3, p. 88. Walther Giesecke, "Moneta" (Werden und Wirken, Festschrift
fur Karl W. Hierseman11, 1924, pp. 89£1.).
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theories on the early uses of the temple; however, without archeological or
literary evidence, his assertions were set aside.
The term Moneta has many possible origins and meanings. The use of
the term by Camillus is especially puzzling. For Camillus to invoke the
goddess Moneta in the heat of battle does not logically seem to invoke a desire
for money or protection of his financial support. It is more likely that
Camillus was seeking support and advice from the goddess in his fighting, as
related by Livy. The advice having been given and succeeding, Camillus
dedicated the temple in honor of her successful advice.
There are several other examples of Juno Moneta serving as an
advisor. Cicero mentions a voice which came from the Temple of Juno
Moneta at the time of an earthquake commanding the sacrifice of a pregnant
sow.64 Isidor also states that "Moneta appellata est, quia monel, ne qua fraus in
metal/a vel in pondere."65 Livy's accounts of 390 and 345 B.C., Cicero, and Isidor
all support the interpretation that someone with the epithet Moneta served in
an advising role by the late Republic and early Empire. Using Hands'
assertion of the archaic use of moneo and its supine form, the creation of the
epithet Moneta as an "advisor" becomes clear.
By the time Livy began writing, the term Moneta had already become
an established expression denoting the mint and the coins. When the temple
was designated as a mint, the temple had already been named and dedicated
to the goddess Juno Moneta . Once its production and output became
established, the epithet came to be applied to first, the new purpose of the
temple, minting coins, and then the output of the temple, the coins
themselves. The term Moneta finally came to represent both the temple and
the coins in the first century B.C. when the triumvirs felt it appropriate to
inscribe MONETA on their coins.66 It is unlikely that in 345 B.C., when
Rome was still conducting commerce with the crude aes rude, that Romans
could be so innovative as to create a new name and epithet for a goddess
based on an institution that they did not establish in the temple with the
same epithet for another sixty years. Thus, the term moneta originally meant
"advising" and came to refer to the mint and the coins produced by the mint.

64Cicero, De Div. 1.101 in Thomsen, ibid., Vol. 1, p. 33.
65Jsidor, Etymologiae, XV1.18.8 in Thomsen, ibid., Vol. 1, p. 33.
66See Crawford, RRC , Pl. XLIX, 23 and Pl. LN, 26 and Greuber, CRRBM, 527-8, No. 4056-9.
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MAGISTRATES FOR THE MINTING OF COINS
The right to mint coins was from the beginning invested in the Senate.
The people could come to the comitium to determine the metals, types, and
weights for coinage. It was the role of the Senate to see that resolutions were
carried out. The quaestor would fix the quantity of the metal and
denominations. The responsibility of carrying out the orders of the people,
the Senate, and the quaestor was left to the magistrates of the mint.67
The operation of the mint at Juno Moneta from its inception in 289
B.C. reflects the earliest experimentation in minting coinage. In 289 B.C.,
Rome was master of the peninsula. After victories over the Samnite tribes,
Pyrrhus, and the Tarentines, Rome had established control over areas with a
traditionally established coinage system of gold, silver, and bronze. The
Romans needed to begin to produce forms of currency that could be used in
these new areas. Their solution was to take control of the mints in these
southern cities, including Neapolis and Tarentum, and to allow them to
continue to mint coins, under Roman direction, for local use. In Rome itself,
a mint was established by the consuls in the temple of Juno Moneta,
magistrates were created and appointed, and the Roman minting institution
began to take shape.
The magistrates set up to run the new mint, as recorded by
Propertius,68 were known as trium viri monetales. A new title was created
during the Empire, iiiviri aere argenta auro Jlondo feriundo,69 when striking gold
and silver became more common. On coins of the early Empire, the title was
often abbreviated to IIIVIRI A.A.A.F.F.70 The position of a triumvir was very
low in the cursus honorum and merely served as an entry point for young
elites just beginning their public careers. The young men formed a college of
magistrates and were either elected or appointed on an annual basis. In
preparation for minting coins, the triumviri monetales determined when the
coin was to be produced, its standard for weight, and its denomination. They
were responsible for: i) overseeing the preparation of metals, ii) the casting
67for primary information on the triumviri monetales, see Pink, taking into account the
dating problems discussed on page 8-9. Also, Andrew Burnett, Coinage in the Roman World
(London: 1987), pp. 20-21; Greuber, CRRBM , lxi-lxiiil; Sydenham, Coinage, xlviii-l.
68Propertius, Digest, i.2.2.30.: "constituti sunt eadem tempore et quattuorviri qui curam viarum
agerent et triumviri monetales aeris argenti auri Jlatores et triumviri capitales qui carceris
custodiam haberent."

69"Triumvirs for the casting and striking of bronze, silver and gold."
?Osee coin #51.
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and striking of the types/1 iii) ensuring authenticity through official
markings, and iv) transporting completed coins to the treasury in the Temple
of Saturn. They were under the supervision of the quaestor.
No extant literary evidence describes the daily operations of a
Republican mint. Die engraving and coin striking were done by freedmen
and slaves under the jurisdiction of the triumviri monetales. How the three
magistrates ran the mint as a college is a matter of dispute. Pink asserts that
all three men held the same responsibilities, but for how long is disputed.
One possibility is that each man ran the operation of the mint alone for 1/3 of
the year. Another possibility is that within the college there was a chief
triumvir and two minor triumviri under the direction of the first.
The cause of this dispute is the later inscriptions of magistrates' names
inscribed on the coins. The fact that only one name was inscribed implies
that one man was sovereign over the other two when the coin was minted. It
is not until 70 B.C. that all three magistrates' names appear on a coin
together.72
Mommsen stresses that the commission was appointed at irregular
intervals since there were no signatures before c. 150 B.C. Work may have
been done by consuls and quaestors in place of an actual college. He believed
that triumviri were finally instituted on a regular basis in the first century B.C.
when the title and all three signatures appear. While doubtful, his views
have nevertheless been given proper respect in spite of the lack of evidence.
Without clearer evidence, conclusions are elusive.73
The year in which the triumviri monetales were established is also a
matter of dispute. Propertius reports the introduction of the triumviri
monetales in 289 B.C. alongside the incorporation of the mint. Karl Pink
asserts that the triumviri were inaugurated with the introduction of the
denarius coinage system in the midst of the Second Punic War. Pink asserts
that the new system required a new college of magistrates. Rome could have
based the new magistracy on the coin minters at Athens who were printing a
symbol and monogram on their coins after 229 B.C.74

(

7lfor descriptions of ancient casting and striking methods, see G.F. Hill, "Ancient Coining
Methods" (NC, 1922), pp. 6-30, and jere M. Wickens, "The Production of Ancient Coins" in
Bearers of Meaning: The Otillia Buerger Collection of Ancie11t Greek, Roman, and Byzantine
Coins (Appleton, 1995), pp. 7-14.
72Burnett, "The Changing Face of Republican Numismatics" URS, 1987), p. 178; Pink, 61.
73Mattingly, '" Aes,"' 34-5.
74pink, 51-2. Include also Mommsen's suppositions.
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In 289 B.C., Rome was just a fledgling minter, but would still require
magistrates to control such an important industry. While the quaestor
remained in control of the Treasury, the Senate, perhaps in an effort to
control and balance the power of magistrates, must have created the triumvir
monetales to oversee the production of coins, taking the responsibility away
from the quaestor.75 The denarius system of coinage, a completely Roman
innovation, was probably created in the hopes of controlling and maintaining
the economic value of their coins. Such a dramatic shift required a strong
institution with established magistrates and procedures to oversee the
introduction of the new system. By the mid-second century B.C., the triumviri
monetales, with the success of the transition, were confident enough in their
operations and organization to begin inscribing their names and determining
coin types on their own. It is unlikely that the Roman mint could have
operated for sixty years before the creation of the denarius system or have been
able to make the transition so smoothly without an established college of
magistrates to oversee production.

(

75Greuber, CRRBM, !xi.
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Cleaning the Coins in the Collection
INTRODUCTION
Almost every text, manual, and guide for collecting coins will
immediately tell a coin collector NOT to endeavor to clean coins.76 Coins,
particularly ancient coins, may be easily damaged by chemicals or physical
contact. Any attempt to clean coins using heavily concentrated chemicals,
even in a controlled environment, could prove dangerous to the condition
and value of a coin. Nevertheless, in the interest of producing a clean and
viable collection of coins, the coins were immersed in minor or major
chemical baths in an attempt to eliminate decades of chemical corrosion,
build-up of dirt, grime, and tarnish, and to free the images on the coins from
obstructions which diminished their capacity to be studied. Most of the coins
in the collection responded well to cleaning. A few coins were slightly
damaged when exposed to the chemical solution of CLR and water when the
patina was removed with the tarnish. The outcome of the cleaning process
was a collection of 51 coins, most of which could be assigned a grading of good
or better, with details that may be examined and legends that may be read.
The ultimate goal of cleaning coins is to eliminate coatings of tarnish,
corrosion, or other adherents while minimizing the potential of damaging
the coin metal and designs.77 Several different types of tarnish, corrosion,
and damage can occur on a coin. Knowing which types of build-up are found
on a coin can help dictate which cleaning agent should be used.
The most common form of accumulation on a coin is some form of
oxide. The coin metal absorbs oxygen from its surroundings and converts it
into water. Corrosion of a coin is a naturally occurring chemical change
which occurs on the metal surface in response to its environment, whether
that be underground or in a coin cabinet?B
76The primary sources I used for coin collecting and basic cleaning methods were:
Lawrence Brown, Coins Through the Ages (New York, 1961)
Q. David Bowers, Collecting Rare Coins for Profit (New York, 1975)
Barry Krause, Collecting Coins for Pleasure and Profit (White Hall, 1991)
Charles L. Garrett, Successful Coin Hunting (Dallas, 1974)
Each book presents various methods of cleaning, most of which are described in this text.
All of the texts agreed that coins should not be cleaned unless absolutely necessary.
77The best resource available for describing the various methods, science, and advancements
in cleaning coins of all metals is Gerhard Welter, Cleaning and Preservation of Coins and
Medals (New York, 1970). His text served as the main reference for cleaning the coins in the
collection and will be cited for the remainder of this text.
78welter, ibid., 16.
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Since silver does not naturally combine with oxygen, no oxides can
form on a silver coin. Silver coins, however, can be severely tarnished by
contact with sulfur or sulfides.79 Tarnish, especially silver tarnish (silver
sulfide, AgS), is often sulfur or a sulfide created by the metal coming in
contact with air or perspiration.SO A salt is formed, and an orange-brown area
forms on the coin. Another type of tarnish is horn silver. Horn silver (silver
chloride, AgCl), a more cohesively bonded tarnish, also produces a salt from
hydrochloric acid in the ground.
A residue of chlorine from the
environment combines with the metal, forming small bumps with a tan
discoloration. Both forms of tarnish cause minimal damage to the metal but
can severely distort the images displayed on the coin.
When cleaning coins, great attention must be given to preserving the
patina of a coin. The patina is the very thin, brown film which forms over
the entire coin after hundreds of years of exposure to the environment. The
layer forms over the entire coin through the interaction of cupric oxide (CuO)
from the ground and the metal. The thickness of the patina and the rate at
which it forms are both dependent on the type and quantity of the metal and
the breadth of the exposed surface of the coin. The fact that a fine patina takes
so long to form serves to guarantee the age of the coin when determining its
value.B 1 The patina is very fragile and could easily be removed with heavy
concentrations of chemical cleaners. Thus, a coin with an intact patina
should not be tampered with, even if the details remain obstructed. Tarnish
or corrosions may be eliminated, while maintaining the patina, by immersing
a coin in a water or chemical bath or by exposing the coin to electrolysis or
reduction. 82
The simplest cleaning method is immersing the coins in a bath of
water, with or without another cleaning solution, followed by brushing the
coin with a soft-bristled brush.83 Water assists in removing dirt and minor
grime which has become attached to the coin. For best results, the water in
any cleaning solution should be distilled, but the effects of foreign materials
within tap water on cleaning coins is minimal. The water should be

(

79Welter, ibid ., 8.
BOwelter, ibid., 8, 16.
Blwelter, ibid., 18-19, 28.
82welter, ibid., 30.
83curtis Clay of Harlan ). Berk Ltd. recommends a simple shoe-shining brush. All that is
needed is a brush with soft bristles which can remove dirt from a surface without
significantly scratching or damaging the surface.
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frequently changed to prevent the bath from becoming contaminated with
removed dirt or grime.84 Immersion baths can be used with water of any
temperature and allow the cleaner greater control over the cleaning process.85
Adding soap to an immersion bath of water creates a mild chemical reaction
which allows dirt and grime to be easily brushed off while also cleaning the
coin itself. Other types of immersion baths include soaking coins in olive oil
for several days, or white vinegar (with or without salt). If necessary,
immersing a coin in a bath of acetone allows the cleaner to remove any
adhesive from a coin which had been incurred from tape.
Physical cleaning methods include rubbing the image with a brush,
finger, eraser, or Care, a soft cloth treated with a cleaning liquid commonly
used to polish silver. Extreme physical cleaning methods of removing dirt
and grime, such as whizzing (brushing a coin with a metal brush), are
typically more destructive to a coin than helpful. A brush can easily scratch
the coin, which ruins its value and designs. Even simply rubbing a coin with
a finger, brush, or eraser can cause slight damage to a coin.
Frequently, coins may be cleaned by immersing them in a chemical dip
or solution. The dip could vary from baking soda and water to a more
concentrated cleaning chemical. The optimum chemical cleaning agent, such
as turpentine, acetone, alcohol, or CLR, should remove the deposits without
damaging the coin. In order to protect the coin best, chemical dips should be
no less than 50% water. The solution should be used for only a few coins and
then replaced with a fresh solution to allow each coin to have a sufficiently
clean bath. The same bath should never be used for different types of coins.
Mixing two metals in a bath could significantly affect the ability of the
cleaning agent to work.86 Rinsing or washing the coins will stop chemical
reactions begun by immersion in chemical baths.87 This is best performed in
a glass or enamel container where water can enter from one side and easily
exit from the other, creating a steady stream of fresh water.88
Another effective method of cleaning is electrolysis. The process
actually removes a tiny portion of the coin's surface by sending a small
electrical current through the coin. The coin is placed in a bath of water and
84welter,
8Swelter,
86welter,
87welter,
88Welter,

Cleaning, 36.
ibid., 30.
ibid., 36.
ibid., 30.
ibid., 34.
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citric acid, which is then connected to a small electrical current. The flow of
electricity effectively separates the surface corrosion from the metaJ.S9 The
coin should be kept in the bath for no more than ten minutes and then
scrubbed. The problem with electrolysis is two-fold . First, the process actually
removes an upper portion of the coin. The coin could be severely damaged if
left in the bath too long, or if the current is too powerful. Second, the
requirements for electrolysis are normally beyond the financial means of a
collector.
While more thorough than most other cleaning methods,
electrolysis has been replaced by coin collectors and dealers with chemical
dips, which provide the cleaner with much more control over the bath and
the strength of the cleaning agent.
TESTING THE CLEANING METHODS
Before actually cleaning the ancient coins in the collection, several tests
for strength, ratio, and the particular type of cleaning agent were made on
coins from the United States. The types of cleaning agents tested were: soap
and water solution; vinegar and water; vinegar, salt, and water; aluminum
foil and water; and CLR and water.90 Both silver and copper coins were
cleaned in each type of solution. Solutions were mixed at ratios of 1:1, 2:1 ,
and 3:1 (ounces of water: ounces of cleaning solution) . Non-distilled water
was used for each solution. Coins were also kept in the solutions for various
amounts of time to determine if longer exposure had a more beneficial effect.
After a coin had been soaked in a solution, the coin was scrubbed with a
toothbrush to remove dirt, tarnish, or corrosion, and then rinsed in a bath of
non-distilled water for a few minutes. Since drying the coins with paper
towels scratched a coin's surface, a cloth was used to dry coins after rinsing.
The Soap and Water Solution

The first cleaning method tested was the soap and water solution.
Standard liquid soap was mixed in glasses of non-distilled water. Tests were
made for three sets of coins at various solution ratios (ounces of water:

(

89 A similar method using electricity is known as reduction. Coll ections of oxidation are
separated from coins by breaking apart the oxygen, chlorine, or sulfur which make up
compoW1ds in the oxidation. A galvanic current is set up in a similar fashion as electrolysis.
Welter, ibid., 30-1.
90For the record, I also soaked a dime with minimal grime in a glass of Pepsi-Cola. I had
heard from a collector that the carbon and sugar would help remove tarnish from a coin. I
kept the coin in the glass for almost two days. No significant effect was noticed.
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ounces of soap) for various durations of immersion.
The first test set involved two silver nickels with a slight amount of
tarnish. The first coin was a nickel immersed in a 3:1 solution. The other
nickel was covered with heavy smears on the reverse from the rubbed surface
and a small tarnished spot. The coin was immersed in a 2:1 solution. Both
coins were immersed for ten minutes . The first nickel developed a nice
shine, and most of the tarnish was eliminated. Some of the smears were
removed from the second coin, but the tarnished spot remained unaffected.
The second test set involved two copper pennies. The first penny had
heavy grime around all the edges and was immersed in a 3:1 solution. The
second penny showed a small amount of grime and a tarnished spot on the
obverse. The coin was immersed in a 2:1 solution. Both coins were
immersed for ten minutes. The first coin developed a slight shine with no
grime left over after intense brushing. No grime was lifted on the second
coins, no shine was produced, and the tarnish spot was unaffected.
The third test set involved two silver coins, both in fine condition with
little to no tarnish or grime. They were both soaked for twenty minutes. The
quarter, immersed in a 3:1 solution, developed a decent shine, and the nickel,
immersed in a 2:1 solution, did not change at all.
The Vinegar, Water, and Salt Solution

The second cleaning method tested was a solution of vinegar, water,
and salt. The solution was two ounces of distilled white vinegar mixed with
two ounces of non-distilled water. Tests were made with both copper and
silver coins.
The first test set immersed one nickel in three different solutions. The
first test immersed a nickel in a solution of pure vinegar for five minutes.
No grime was removed from the coin even after intense brushing. The
second test immersed the same nickel in a solution of vinegar and water for
five minutes. Some of the grime was removed from the coin. The third test
immersed the same coin in a solution with two teaspoons of salt added.
Some of the grime was removed from the coin, but a small film formed on
the coin, possibly from soaking in the solution for too long. Once the coin
was rinsed, the film disappeared, and small amounts of grime still remained
around the edges.
The second test set immersed a nickel with some tarnish and no shine
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in a solution of vinegar, water, and salt for two and a half minutes . After
brushing, the coin had a nice shine, and the grime was eliminated. The third
test set immersed a nickel in a similar solution for three minutes, which
resulted in no significant change in the condition of the coin.
The fourth test set immersed a penny with heavy grime and a sticky,
white area on its reverse in a solution of vinegar, water, and salt. The coin
was soaked for two and a half minutes. The grime came off easily after
brushing and a nice shine formed . The coin was then soaked for five
minutes with the other side facing up in the solution. A moderate amount of
bubbling formed when the coin was immersed, and a nice shine developed.
Much of the grime came off the exposed side except around the edges.
The last test set immersed a penny with moderate grime on both sides
into a solution of vin egar, water, and salt. The coin was soaked for ten
minutes on one side. The side that was facing up in the solution turned a
bright tan color. A film that formed on the coin was easily removed after
rinsing. The details on that side were severely damaged.
The Aluminum Foil and Water Solution

The third cleaning method tested was suggested by a coin collector. A
dime with moderate grime was immersed in a solution of non-distilled water
and aluminum foil. The aluminum foil should have chemically attracted
tarnish from a coin and removed it without damaging the details. The dime
was soaked in the solution for thirty hours. Aside from a few bubbles
forming in the solution, no tarnish or grime was removed from the dime.
The Acetone Solution

The fourth cleaning method tested was immersing a coin in a bath of
100% acetone. The acetone should have removed any remaining adhesive
and perhaps tarnish that may still be attached to a coin. Three tests were
conducted using both copper and silver coins. In all three cases, soaking a
moderately grime-covered coin in a solution of acetone, followed by intense
brushing, resulted in little to no change in the condition of the coin.
The CLR and Water Solution

The last cleaning method tested was a solution of CLR and water. CLR
is a corrosive chemical used to reduce calcium, lime, and rust deposits on
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metals, tiles, and other materials. The use of CLR for cleaning coins was
suggested by Harlan J. Berk and Curtis Clay of Harlan J. Berk, Ltd. While not a
common practice among coin collectors and dealers, both Berk and Clay use
CLR frequently to clean ancient silver coins. They suggested using a 2:1
solution of CLR and preferably distilled water (ounces of water: ounces of
CLR) for thirty minutes. Two sets of tests with various durations of
immersion and solution strengths were used on both copper and silver coins.
The first test set involved three separate solutions with ratios of 1:1, 2:1,
and 3:1 of CLR and non-distilled water. A penny with heavy oxidation on its
reverse, several tarnished areas, and heavily blocked details was immersed in
a 1:1 solution. A penny with heavy grime around the edges, some paper-like
substance on the reverse, and heavily blocked details was immersed in a 2:1
solution. A penny with a large spot and edges covered with grime was
immersed in a 3:1 solution. All three coins were soaked for thirty minutes .
The coins were turned over after fifteen minutes, brushed, and rinsed for ten
minutes in a bowl of non-distilled water . The first coin generated heavy
bubbling for the first fifteen minutes. After the bubbling had subsided, the
spot of grime on the face of the coin was completely eliminated; however,
some grime did remain around the edges. The second coin generated bubbles
after soaking for five to ten minutes in the solution and continued to bubble
until the coin was removed. The oxidized matter on the coin was eliminated,
the grime around the edges was removed, the details became clearer, and a
more tan color formed on the coin. The third coin never generated bubbles
after immersion. The tarnished spot was eliminated, and the color of the
coin was lighter than before. Some dark spots on the obverse became clearly
visible. In all cases, a film of tarnish and grime was removed after brushing
and rinsing.
The second test set with CLR was similar to the first, instead, only two
solutions were used . A dime with heavy tarnish on both sides and a small
area of green oxidation was immersed in a 1:1 solution. A quarter with
tarnish on the entire coin and a dark tint was immersed in a 2:1 solution. A
nickel with a sticky film and a dark tint on the entire coin was immersed in a
2:1 solution as well. All three coins were soaked for thirty minutes, turned
over after fifteen minutes, brushed, and rinsed in non-distilled water for ten
minutes. After five minutes, no visible bubbling was observed for any coin.
The grime and tarnish on the first coin carne off easily after brushing. The
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coin also turned a lighter color with a brighter shine. The second coin lost
most of its grime after intense brushing. The third coin had no change,
forming only a dull shine.
The tests on the coins of the United States demonstrated that the
cleaning solutions of aluminum foil and water and acetone would be
ineffective at cleaning a tarnished or corroded coin. The vinegar, water, and
salt solution proved to be too strong and too uncontrollable to risk using on
the ancient coins. The soap and water solution was ineffective if lower than a
2:1 concentration. The CLR and water solution appeared to clean major
concentrations of tarnish or grime best with or without generating bubbles.
The solution was just as effective at a 2:1 concentration as a 1:1 concentration
without the greater risk of damaging the coin itself.
CLEANING THE COINS OF THE COLLECTION
When cleaning the ancient coins, great care was taken to preserve any
patina which had formed, to preserve the details, and to attempt to remove
obstructive collections of tarnish or corrosion on the details. As a result, the
cleaning methods and the intensity of the solutions were designed to clean
the coin best while ensuring the least possibility of damage from chemical
reactions. Only two types of cleaning methods were used . First, the majority
of the coins of the collection which had little to no tarnish, grime, or
corrosion were immersed in a 3:1 solution of liquid soap and distilled water.
Coins of the collection with major deposits of corrosion or tarnish were
immersed in a 2:1 solution of CLR and water. All coins were immersed in
their solution for thirty minutes, turned over after fifteen minutes, brushed
heavily with a toothbrush, and then rinsed in a bath of distilled water for ten
minutes . On three occasions, silver coins were also immersed in vinegar for
thirty minutes and then brushed in the hope of producing a higher shine.
Tile Soap and Water Solution

The coins immersed in a soap and water solution developed clearer
details, less tarnish or corrosion, and high shines on the higher relief. An
atypical example of one of the silver coins immersed in soap and water
solution is coin #22.91 The coin had a dark background with a few dark spots
91 Please refer to slide tray #1 for slides of each coin referred to in the following section.
Each reference wiLl usually have at least two slides: one slide for a side before cleaning,
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on its obverse. On the reverse, the coin had a dark gray background with
some areas of tarnish . After the coin was immersed, the details became much
clearer, and a high shine formed on the high relief.
The bronze as (coin #4) was also immersed in a soap and water solution
since a stronger chemical solution could have damaged its fine patina.92 The
coin had a hole with a small amount of blue copper corrosion on the obverse.
Some dirt and tarnish had formed around the details. The center of the
reverse was covered with a large red area resembling paper or adhesive. After
immersion, the copper corrosion was removed from the hole, and the tarnish
was eliminated from around the edges. The patina remained intact though
slightly lighter than before. The large red area on the reverse was diminished
in color, but a small amount of the substance remained attached.
The best example of cleaning a coin with the soap and water solution
was coin #21. The coin had a very dark gray background produced by its fine
patina. The coin had no tarnish and only a slight amount of corrosion on the
upper left of its obverse. After immersion, the coin retained its entire patina,
the corrosion was eliminated, and the details became remarkably sharp.
The worst damage done to a coin by the soap and water solution is seen
on coin #10, the plated coin.93 The coin had a large hole on the obverse with
blue-green corrosion inside from the degradation of the silver plate and the
subsequent corrosion of the copper base. The copper base must have been
exposed for some time for the corrosion to have formed. A large crack was
deliberately made in the middle of the obverse.94 While there was no other
visible tarnish or corrosion, some dirt was visible around the details. After
the coin was immersed, a significant change occurred on the obverse. The
once dark background became a lighter gray better revealing the plated
material and details. The corrosion had also been removed from the hole.
The dull appearance of the obverse made the details clearer. However, the
plated coin should not have been cleaned in order to preserve not only any
patina that may have formed, but also to preserve the demonstration of the
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the other for the side after cleaning. For coin #22, see slides# 1-4.
92slides #5-8.
93Slides #9-10.
94one of the best methods used to determine if a coin was plated, both in ancient and
modern times, was to chisel an incision into the coin to search for its copper center. The
crack on this coin may have been made intentionally by a previous owner or by pressure
placed on the already deteriorated silver plating. The lack of damage on the reverse seems
to suggest that the crack was deliberately made.
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natural corrosion of a plated coin. Cleaning the coin most likely diminished
the value of the coin and eliminated any patina that may have existed on the
silver plating.
The Vinegar and Water Solution

Three silver coins were soaked in vinegar for thirty minutes, turned
over after fifteen minutes, brushed, and then rinsed for ten minutes in
distilled water. Each coin had darker areas on its background which usually
surrounded the images. Vinegar was used in an attempt to weaken the
darker areas which could be removed by additional cleaning methods. No
salt was added to the solution in order to protect the coins from any damage
from a chemical reaction. Coins #25 and 48 were soaked in vinegar, which
produced little to no change in the darker areas. Afterwards, they were
soaked in a soap and water solution. With the exception of a brighter shine,
soaking of the coins in two solutions did not significantly improve the quality
of the coin. A similar outcome occurred when cleaning coin #49. Immersion
in the vinegar solution also had little to no effect on the darker areas of the
coin. Afterwards, the coin was immersed in a CLR and water solution. Even
after the stronger CLR solution was used, there was still little to no change in
the quality of the image, and the darker areas on the backgrounds were not
eliminated.
The CLR and Water Solution

The CLR and water solution had a variety of effects on immersed coins.
For the most part, the CLR maintained the fine patina on the silver coins,
restored the details to a much clearer visibility, and created a higher shine on
the higher relief. Coin #23 demonstrates the average results when a coin was
cleaned in a CLR and water solution.95 The coin originally had a dark gray
background, a nice shine on the higher relief, and only a slight amount of
tarnish. After immersion in the CLR and water solution, the coin developed
a much lighter silver background. The color of the surface had been
lightened by the solution while the dirt and tarnish had been removed
without harming the patina. The details became much sharper and a brighter
shine formed on the higher relief.
95slides #11-14.
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Coin #44 demonstrates the effectiveness of the CLR and water solution
in eliminating heavy corrosion and tarnish from a coin.96 The coin had a
very dark gray background with a great deal of reddish corrosion around the
image and letters on the reverse. The details on both sides were decent. After
immersion in the CLR and water solution, the dark gray background and
patina remained intact. The heavy corrosion on the reverse was significantly
reduced . The areas of corrosion were replaced with a brownish area
surrounding the details and legend. On both sides of the coin, the details
became much clearer.
Coin #13 was immersed in both a CLR and water solution and later a
soap and water solution. The coin had a light gray background with a
significant amount of dirt and grime around the images. While there was no
tarnish or corrosion, the coin was immersed in a CLR and water solution in
the hopes of reducing the amount of dirt and grime around the images and
improving its shine. The CLR cleared the area around the image but did
nothing to improve the shine. The coin was then immersed in a soap and
water solution. A bright shine appeared on most of the high relief.
Immersing a coin in both solutions did little more to improve its details or
shine than immersing a coin in only one solution.
Coins #26 and 11 demonstrate the failure of CLR and water solution to
reduce corrosion on every coin. Coin #26 had similar details as coin #44 and
even had corrosion on the same areas on the reverse.97 The lower right half
of the reverse was heavily corroded with a dark brown-red color. The lower
left corner of the obverse was also heavily corroded with a dark brown color.
Details on both sides were excellent and required little cleaning. After
immersion in the CLR and water solution, the corrosion on the reverse was
reduced in quantity but still obscured a great deal of the lower portion of the
coin. The darkness of the color of the corrosion was reduced to a lighter-red
on both sides. Both sides remained significantly corroded. The details
remained excellent without any significant improvement in the shine. Coin
#11 was also heavily corroded in smaller amounts . The coin had spotted
areas of orange corrosion in the lower portion of the obverse. After
immersion, the corrosion was not removed, and the bright orange color
remained intact. Each coin had become too corroded to be improved without
96slides #15-18.
97Slides #19-22. The cause of such an isolated and intense amount of corrosion is unclear.
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significantly stronger cleaning with a chemical solution which could have
damaged the images, patina, and value of the coin.
Sometimes the CLR and water solution proved to be too strong and
produced holes in a coin's patina. On coin #5, the reverse had a small
concentration of corrosion in the center that was not detected before cleaning.
After the coin was immersed, the corrosion was removed along with portions
of the patina beneath. The result was an intact patina and excellent details on
most of the coin with small areas of bright silver on the reverse where the
patina had been destroyed.
Coin #33 demonstrates the worst damage incurred by a coin from being
cleaned in a CLR and water solution.98 On the obverse of the coin, several
spots of horn silver had formed above and around the image. The details
were decent and visible but with very little shine. A dark patina surrounded
both the image and areas of tarnish. Similar concentrations existed on the
upper left corner of the reverse. After immersion in the CLR and water
solution, the horn silver was quickly eliminated. The tarnish was easily
removed, but in the process the fine patina that had formed underneath was
removed. Thus, on both sides of the coin, several areas of bright silver were
surrounded by the darker gray background of the patina. Such damage to the
patina, while not damaging the details or the image, reduce the value of the
coin and also make it somewhat less beautiful than a coin with an intact
patina.99 The patina and details remained intact everywhere else on the coin.
Coins #5 and 33 demonstrate that if large concentrations of tarnish or
corrosion exist on a coin, the best solution is to refrain from cleaning the coin.
This will maintain the valuable patina and aesthetic beauty of a coin at the
mere expense of clearer details and a higher shine.
Coin #1 was not subjected to any cleaning process.JOO The bronze uncia
had formed a very bright green layer of corrosion. The reverse was heavily
worn down, and the images were entirely obscured or destroyed. The details
on the obverse could be made out only through light and dark changes in the
color of the corrosion. Thus, in order to preserve the distinction of the
images on the obverse, the green corrosion was left intact, and no cleaning

98slides #23-24.
99Slides #25-28 are slides of coin #51, which was chemically cleaned and retained its entire
patina.
lOOstides #29-30.
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methods were applied. The coin retained its fine patina while the details
cannot be easily or completely examined, particularly on the reverse.
CONCLUSION
The cleaning of the coins in the collection was for the most part a
successful venture. Most of the coins in the collection, after being immersed
in a cleaning solution, retained a fine patina, had improved visibility of their
images, formed a nice shine on the higher relief, and retained their value.
Only coins #5, #10, and #33 were damaged by the cleaning methods in such a
way as to reduce their value. The cleaning methods of soap and water and
CLR and water best accomplished the goals of the cleaning process. Using the
other tested cleaning methods would most likely have done little to clean the
coins or could have resulted in significantly damaging the coins. If the coins
of the collection should ever be cleaned again, the soap and water solution
will provide the best cleaning solution to eliminate build-ups of dirt or grime,
as demonstrated by coin #21. The CLR and water solution should only be
used again to eliminate any increase in tarnish or corrosion.
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Guide to the Catalogue Entries

The cata logue entries are arranged chronologically. Each catalogue
entry begins with the ascension number of the coin in the collection and the
name of the magistrate who minted the coin. Just as Imperial coins are
organized by which emperor minted each coin, Republican coins are
organized by which magistrate minted each coin. The information afterwards
includes the metal and type, the approximate dating, the mint where the coin
was produced , weight, provenance, the grading of the coin at the time of its
purchase, and the purchase price. Most of the preliminary information,
including the grading assignment and purchase price, were obtained from the
original photocopies of available information. The dating of each coin is my
own conclusion based primarily on the dates provided in Michael Crawford's
Roman Republican Coinage (Cambrid ge, 1975), other numismatic catalogues of
Roman Republican coinage (see the bibliography for each coin), and an
analysis of the careers of the magistrates using T. R. S. Broughton's The
Magistrates of the Roman Republic (New York, 1951-2).
The star (*) found on several coins in the collection is not an accurate
representation of the actual ima ge. Due to the unavailability of an
appropriate font, the star appears in the catalogue with four converging lines

*).

rather than the appropriate three (
Descriptions and details regarding the cleaning of the coins have been
added for students to trace history of the condition of the coin as well as to
demonstrate the various effects of cleaning methods on the coins themselves.
Later editions of this catalogue will not require cleaning references.
Details in the description of a coin which are in brackets are details
which should be on that particular coin but are either illegible or not visible.
Two slide trays are available for use in conjunction with this catalogue.
The firs t is a tray of slides for images of coins before and after cleaning in the
order they are cited in the section on cleaning coins. The second tray shows a
slide for the obverse and reverse of each coin following the ascension
numbers. The first few slides are images of coins not available in the
collection and ci ted in the introduction.
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1:
Anonymous
Metal and Type:
Date:
Mint:
Weight:
Provenance:
Grading:
Purchase Price:

JE uncia
215-212 B.C.

Rome
3.44g
Obverse good, Reverse poor
30~

Cleaning:

The coin was completely covered by a light blue-green corrosion
with no obstructive tarnish. In the lower center of the obverse
was a smaller dark space which was still visible. Details were
decent on the obverse but indistinguishable on the reverse. The
only cleaning method used was brushing. Washing the coin
could have eliminated the corrosion which provided an outline
for the remaining details on the obverse.

OBV:

Helmeted head of Roma, r., wearing crested Attic helmet;
behind, mark of va lue, • .
(faded) Prow, r.; above, ROMA; below, mark of value, •.

REV :

This coin was s truck in the post-semilibral system only a few years
before the introduction of the denariu s system (see coin #3). The patina has
been shrouded by a deep layer of corrosion. Also, the reverse has been
severely faded and corroded. The head on the obverse is probably Roma, the
personification of the city of Rome. The prow design is similar to that of
minted bronze asses of the time (see coin #4) . The circular dot on both sides
served as a mark of value denoting the coin as an uncia.
Bibliography:
RRC, pp. 151-2, #41/10
BMC, i, p. 23, #109
ERC, ii, pp. 40-48
Sydenham, p. 10, #108
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2:
Anonymous
Metal and Type:
Date:
Mint:
Weight:
Provenance:
Grading:
Purchase Price:

(

AR denarius (victoriatus)
211-200 B.C.
Rome
3.00 g

Very Fine
$1.00

Cleaning:

The coin had a light silver background, dark spots along the rim,
and no corrosion or tarnish. The coin had excellent details on
both sides, and the high relief had a nice shine. The coin was
soaked in CLR and water for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for
10 minutes. A brighter shine formed on the entire coin, but
some of the dark spots around the rim remained.

OBV:
REV:

Head of Jupiter, laureate, r.; border of dots.
Victory, draped, standing r., crowning wreath on trophy of arms;
in ex., [R]OMA; line border.

The victoriatus or victoriate began to be minted c. 215 B.C. Along with
the quadrigatus, it was one of the first silver coins produced by the mint in
Rome, and had a set value of 7 and 1/2 bronze asses. The first victoriate with
the same coin types as this coin probably commemorated the conquest of
Corcyra and Illyricum by the Romans in 229 B.C. This coin, which bears no
control-mark, image, or inscription indicating which mint produced it, was
probably minted during the first years of the Second Punic War for
commercial purposes in foreign countries. The victoriate continued to be
minted throughout the war perhaps in the hope of displaying an idea that
Rome could still be victorious through the propagandistic nature of its coin
types . The victoriate was discontinued shortly after the introduction of the
denarius system (see coin #3) .
Bibliography:
RRC, p. 154, #44/1
BMC,i,#295
Sydenham, #83
Carson, p. 27, #59
H. Mattingly, NC (1957) pp. 97-119
E. Sydenham, NC (1932) pp. 73-95
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3:
Anchor
Metal and Type:
Date:
Mint:
Weight:
Provenance:
Grading:
Purchase Price:

The coin had a very dark background with a light shine on the
high relief. The coin had excellent details and no tarnish or
corrosion. The coin was soaked in soap and water for 30
minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 10 minutes. There was no
change in the condition of the coin except for a reddish-orange
area of corrosion uncovered in the exergue of the reverse.

OBV:

Helmeted head of Roma, r.; behind, mark of value, X; border of
dots.
Dioscuri on horseback and charging, r.; below, anchor, r.; on
tablet, ROMA; line border.

With the devaluation of silver coinage c. 220 B.C. and the financial
demands of the Second Punic War, the Senate and the triumviri monetales
instituted a substantia l change in the Roman monetary system. The system
of silver and bronze coins would be minted with a set value and weight for
each coin. The silver coin was named the denarius with a set value of 10
bronze asses . The mark of value (X) denotes the coin as worth 10 asses. The
image of Roma on the obverse is an image of the personification of the city of
Rome. Some early numismatic scholars believe it to be an image of Bellona,
a Roman war-goddess who was perhaps an offshoot of Mars . The Dioscuri on
the reverse were the legendary penates or protectors for the city. They were
believed to have assisted the Roman armies to victory several times in
Roman history, most notably at the battle of Lake Regillus in the fourth
century B.C.. The images of Roma and the Dioscuri served to renew
confidence in the strength and vigor of Rome in the distressing times of the
Second Punic War. The anchor on the reverse was used as a privy mark by
minting magistrates to denote its minting location in southern Italy. The
denarius would remain the standard Roman silver coin until the monetary
reforms of Augustus .
Bibliography:
RRC, p. 156, #50/2
BMC, ii, p . 155, #21
Sydenham, p. 15, #144
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Fine
60¢

Cleaning:

REV :

(

AR denarius
209-208 B.C.
South Italy
3.80 g
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4:
Publius Cornelius
Metal and Type:
Date:
Mint:
Weight:
Provenance:
Grading:
Purchase Price:

Sul(l)a
I'E as
151 B.C.
Rome
23.01 g
Discovered on the Esquiline Hill, 1905

50¢

Cleaning:

The bronze piece had a hole in the upper left corner, a nice dark
brown patina, and several holes on the surface of the obverse.
The coin had some dirt and tarnish around the edges and details
but no corrosion. A large red area resembling paper covered the
middle of the reverse. The coin was soaked in soap and water
for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 10 minutes. The dirt
came out of the holes, and the details became a little clearer.
Some of the red area disappeared, but the paper-like appearance
remained. Some green corrosion was uncovered around the
holes and edges.

OBV:
REV:

Head of Janus, laureate; above, mark of value, I
Prow with female head decorating the acroterium, r.; [before,
mark of value, I]; above, [P S]VL[A]; below, ROMA.

The as is a smaller scale version of the aes grave, a large, circular bronze
coin used in the middle of the third century B.C.. This coin is a direct
descendent of that system after it was modified by the denarius system. The
head of Janus, a popular Roman god of beginnings, and the prow on the
reverse were the standard images for the Roman as. The mark of value (I)
denotes its value as worth one bronze as. Cornelius followed a tradition
started c. 150 B.C. whereby minting magistrates would include abbreviations
of their names on their coins in order to add fame and prestige to their family
name. The female head on the reverse could be an image of Venus, a
traditional deity of the family of Sulla, to whom the coin is dedicated (see coin
#5).
Bibliography:
RRC, pp. 249-250, #205/2
BMC, i, p . 110, #830
Sydenham,p.44,#387
Babelon, Cornelia, 2
Broughton, p. 437
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5:
Publius Cornelius
Metal and Type:
Date:
Mint:
Weight:
Provenance:
Grading:
Purchase Price:

Fine
80¢

Cleaning:

The entire coin had a dark, gray background with no shine,
tarnish, or corrosion, and excellent details. The coin was soaked
in CLR and water for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 10
minutes. A gray gloss formed on the entire coin. The cleaning
eliminated the small areas of corrosion around the details on the
reverse; however, the original silver can be seen in these areas
since the patina was damaged by the cleaning process.

OBV:

Helmeted head of Roma, r.; behind, mark of value, X; border of
dots.
Victory, naked to the hips, ho,Wing whip in r. hand and reins in
I. hand, in biga, r.; below, P SVLA; in ex., ROMA; line border.

REV:

(

Sul(l)a
AR denarius
151 B.C.
Rome
3.68 g

The same minting magistrate as coin #4, Cornelius is believed by
scholars to be the brother to the father of the dictator Sulla, not Sulla's
paternal grandfather. Again, Cornelius has included an abbreviation of his
name as magistrate. The coin resembles a quadrigatus coin from the middle
third century B.C.. During the middle of the second century B.C., the coin
type of a quadriga would have different drivers including Victory, Venus,
Juno, and Jupiter (see coins #7, 9, 10, 13, 19, 23, 24, 36).
Bibliography:
RRC, pp. 249-250, #205/1
BMC, i, p. 110, #828
Sydenham, p . 44, #386
Babelon, Cornelia, 1
F. Muzer, RE, iv, 1514
Velleius, ii.17.a
Broughton, p. 437
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6:
Caius Terentius Lucanus
Metal and Type:
AR denarius
Date:
147 B.C.
Mint:
Rome
Weight:
3.86 g
Provenance:
Grading:
Fine
Purchase Price:
60¢
Cleaning:

The coin had a light tan background with dark areas and some
dirt around the details. The coin had no tarnish or corrosion,
and the details were fine. The coin was soaked in soap and water
for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 10 minutes. The coin did
not change much, and no shine formed on the high relief. The
details became a little clearer.

OBV:

Helmeted head of Roma, r .; behind, Victory with wreath, and
mark of value, X; border of dots .
~
Dioscuri on horseback and charging, r.; below, C TERLVC; in ex.,
ROMA; line border.

REV:

The coin types on this coin are very similar to those on coin #3. The
minting magistrate has included an abbreviation of his name on the reverse
and added an image of Victory to the obverse. The Victory might simply
represent progress in a war currently taking place rather than
commemorating a past victory.
Bibliography:
RRC, pp. 256-257, #217/1
BMC, i, p. 103, #775
Sydenham, p. 49, #425
Babelon, Terentia, 10
T. P . Wiseman, CQ (1964), p . 125
Broughton, p . 453
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7:
Caius Curiatius Trigeminus
AR denarius
Metal and Type:
Date:
142 B.C.
Mint:
Rome
Weight:
3.95 g
Provenance:
Grading:
Fine, scarce
Purchase Price:
$1.00
Cleaning:

The coin had a dark background, excellent details, and no
tarnish, corrosion, or shine. The coin was soaked in soap and
water for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 10 minutes. The
obverse developed a high shine, the details became more clear,
and a light background formed on the entire coin.

OBV:

Head of Roma, with winged helmet, r.; behind, TRIGE upwards;
[before, mark of value, X]; border of dots.
Juno, wearing diadem and crowned by Victory from behind,
holding sceB!,er in 1. hand and reins in r. hand, in quadriga, r.;
below, C CVR; in ex., ROMA; line border.

REV:

Very little is known about the minting magistrate. The image of the
woman on the reverse may be Juno. If the female figure is Juno, she could be
an image of either Juno Cur(r)itis or Quiritis, usually characterized holding a
sword and shield rather than a scepter.
Bibliography:
RRC,p.260,#223/1
BMC, i, p. 122, #891
Sydenham, p. 51, #436
Babelon, Curiata, 1
Livy, i.24.1
Broughton, p . 438
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8:
Sextus Pompeius Fostlus
AR denarius
Metal and Type:
Date:
137 B.C.
Mint:
Rome
Weight:
3.85 g
Provenance:
Grading:
Good
30¢
Purchase Price:
Cleaning:

The coin had a dark background with a shine on the high relief.
The coin had no dirt, tarnish, or corrosion, and the details were
excellent. The coin was soaked in soap and water for 30 minutes,
brushed, and rinsed for 10 minutes. The background became
duller with no increase in the shine.

OBV:

Head of Roma, helmeted, r.; below chin, mark of value, X;
behind, capis; border of dots.
She-wolf standing r., head turned back, suckling the twins
Romulus and Remus; behind, fig-tree with three birds; to 1., the
shepherd Faustulus, leaning on staff in I. hand, raising r. hand;
around, [SE]X PO FOSTLVS; [in ex., ROMA]; line border.

REV:

(

In order to advance the fame and nobility of himself and his family,
the Pompeius seems to be claiming decent from Faustulus, the shepherd who
traditionally took in and raised the orphaned Romulus and Remus. Here,
Pompeius has depicted the original scene of Faustulus discovering the shewolf suckling the twins. The inscription may refer either to the name of the
minting magistrate or merely identify the standing figure in the image. In
the fig tree, known as the ficus Rumina/is, a woodpecker, a common symbol for
this special fig tree, is seated on the trunk. The other two birds on the upper
branches are merely decorative. The tree and birds, as well as the capis on the
obverse, allude to the cult of Rumina, an obscure goddess who had a shrine
and a similar fig tree near the Lupercal.

Bibliography:
RRC, pp. 267-268, #236/1c
BMC, i, pp. 131-132, #927
Sydenham, p . 54, #461a
Babelon, Pompeia, 1
Carson, p. 31, #83
Sutherland, p . 53, #68-9
Broughton, p. 449
F. W. Walbank, JRS (1965) pp. 1-16
M. Crawford, PBSR (1973) "Foedus and sponso"
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9:
Marcus Marcius Manii Filius
AR denarius
Metal and Type:
Date:
134 B.C.
Mint:
Rome
Weight:
4.01 g
Provenance:
Grading:
Very Fine
Purchase Price:
65¢
Cleaning:

The coin had a very brown background with no tarnish,
corrosion, or shine. The details were fine . The coin was soaked
in soap and water for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 10
minutes. The coin had no change in its condition except for a
slight improvement in its shine.

OBV:

Helmeted head of Roma, r.; behind, modius; below chin,*;
border of dots.
Victory, naked to the hips, holding reins in I. hand and whip in
r. hand, in biga, r.; below, M MRC C ROMA, divided by two cornears; border of dots.

REV:

(

When triumviri monetales chose the images to display on their coins,
they were very aware that the images they chose would reflect upon
themselves and their families . The opportunity for advancement of a family
member or ancestor was great and exploitable. In the late second century B.C.,
magistrates began to display images or portraits of their ancestors on their
coins in order to honor their ancestor and relate themselves to a great Roman
patriot (see coin #8). The minting magistrate here is referring to his ancestor
Mn. Marcius, who was the first to distribute corn to the people at the value of
one modi us per as. (Pliny, NH, xviii.3.15.: "aedilis plebis primum frumentum
populo in modios assibus datavit .") He has placed an image of a modi us on the
obverse to compliment the important reform of his ancestor honored on the
reverse.
Bibliography:
RRC,p.277,#245/1
BMC, i, p. 149, #1008
Sydenham, p. 61, #500
Babelon, Marcia, 8
Broughton, p . 445
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10:
Lucius Postumius
Metal and Type:
Date:
Mint:
Weight:
Provenance:
Grading:
Purchase Price:

(

Albinus
AR denarius (Plated)
131 B.C.
Rome
2.92 g

Cleaning:

The entire coin had a dark brown background. A large hole had
formed on the right side of the obverse, the inside of which was
blue from copper corrosion. The coin had no tarnish, some
corrosion, and good details with some dirt around them. A
crack was made along the left side of the obverse. The coin was
soaked in soap and water for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for
10 minutes. The brown background degraded to a light gray.
The blue corrosion was removed from the hole. The coin took
on a very dull appearance with a very light background but also
with clearer details.

OBV:

Helmeted head of Roma, r.; behind, apex; beneath chin, *;
border of dots.
Mars, holding spear, shield, and reins in l. hand and trophy in r.
hand, in quadriga, r.; below, L POST A B; in ex., [R]OMA; border
of dots.

REV:

The minting magistrate is referring to his father L. Postumius Albinus,
who was elected flamen martialis in 168 B.C., by displaying an apex on the
obverse of his coin. The reverse probably refers to the victories in battle over
the Vaccaei and the Lustani the same ancestor achieved as consul in 173 B.C..
The plated silver coin is a unique form of ancient coin. A silver sheet was
plated to a copper base-core during the minting process by the magistrates
themselves. Plated coins, thought by some to be counterfeit coins, were
officially sanctioned coins. Magistrates from the middle of the second century
B.C. through the time of Sulla minted plated coins during their tenure. Over
long periods of time, the silver degrades, and the copper beneath becomes
corroded. As a result, this coin has several holes and areas of blue copper
corrosion. The crack on the obverse may have been deliberately made by a
former owner of the coin to determine if the coin was plated. In ancient
times, if an owner found he possessed a plated coin, the coin would be
replaced with a coin of pure metal.
Bibliography:
RRC, p. 281, #252/1

(

Sydenham, p. 56, #472
Broughton, p. 450
M. H. Crawford, NC (1968), pp. 55-59

BMC, i, pp. 171-172, #1130
Babelon, Postumia, 1
E. Sydenham, NC (1940), pp. 190-202
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11:
Quintus Fabius Maximus
Metal and Type:
AR denarius (Type I)
Date:
c. 127 B.C.
Mint:
Rome
Weight:
3.88 g
Provenance:
Grading:
Very Good
Purchase Price:
60¢
Cleaning:

The coin had a dark brown background with dark brown
corrosion on the right side, a red spot on the bottom center, and
a spot of red-orange corrosion on the reverse. The details were
good. The coin was soaked in CLR and water for 30 minutes,
brushed, and rinsed for 10 minutes. The bright orange areas of
corrosion remained on the edges. The background remained
dull, and a slightly higher shine formed on the high relief.

OBV:

Head of Roma, helmeted with star on flap, r.; behind, ROMA;
before, and [Q] MAX; border of dots.
Cornucopia superimposed on thunderbolt; border of a wreath
composed of ears of wheat and assorted fruits.

REV:

(

*

Quintus Fabius Maximus was praetor in 118 B.C. and then consul in
116 B.C.. The coin most likely refers to the victories of his ancestor Q . Fabius
Maxirnus Aemilianus in 144 B.C. or Q. Fabius Maximus Servilianus in 142
B.C. near Valentia.
Bibliography:
RRC,p.289,#265/1
BMC, i, p. 178, #1157
Sydenham, p . 57, #478
Babelon, Fabia, 5
Broughton, p. 439

(
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12:
Numerius Fabius Pictor
Metal and Type:
AR denarius
Date:
126 B.C.
Mint:
Rome
Weight:
3.84 g
Provenance:
Good, scarce
Grading:
Purchase Price:
60¢
Cleaning:

The coin had a dark background with some dirt and grime on
the obverse. The coin had no tarnish or corrosion, and the
details were excellent. The coin was soaked in soap and water
for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 10 minutes . A brighter
shine formed on both sides, and both the dirt and the grime
were eliminated.

OBV:
REV:

Head of Roma, helmeted, r.; to 1., *;border of dots.
Q. Fabius Pictor, helmeted, cuirassed, seated 1., holding apex in r.
hand and spear in I. hand; beside him, shield inscribed
QVI/RIN; tor., N FABI; to 1., [P]ICTOR; in ex., ROMA; line
border.

Numerius Fabius Pictor was believed to be a historian of Greece after
serving as a triumvir. He is honoring his ancestor Q . Fabius Pictor, the praetor
of Sardinia in 189 B.C. Q. Fabius Pictor held both positions of praetor and
flamen Quirinalis at the same time. Since he could not serve both positions at
the same time, he was detained from assuming his position in Sardinia.
Thus, he holds on the reverse the weapons and cuirass of a praetor with the
apex of a flamen. When triumviri monetales issued extensive amounts of
denarii, they incorporated a system of sequence marks to be placed on the coins
as a form of control over the output of that coin. They began by using letters
of the Greek and Roman alphabets or Roman numerals or symbols. Controlmarks could be found on the obverse, the reverse, or even on both sides.
Nurnerius was one of the first magistrates to begin to use sequence marks
during his tenure. While this coin bears no sequence marks, other coins of
Numerius of the same year bore lettered sequence marks.

(

Bibliography:
RRC, pp. 291-292, #268/1a
BMC, i, p. 181, #1172
Sydenham, p. 64, #517
Babelon, Fabia, 11
Carson, p. 35, #101
Broughton, p. 439
M. H. Crawford, NC (1965) p. 149
Livy, xxxvii.50.8; 51.1-6
Cicero, De Divin., i.21.43
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Marcus Aurelius Scaurus with L. Licinius Crassus and Cn. Domitius
Ahenobarbus
Metal and Type:
AR denarius serratus
Date:
c. 118 B.C.
Mint:
Narbo
Weight:
3.82g
Provenance:
Grading:
Very Good
Purchase Price:
60¢
13:

Cleaning:

The entire coin was light gray and had dirt and grime around the
images and letters, no tarnish or corrosion, and good details.
The coin was soaked in CLR and water for 30 minutes, brushed,
and rinsed for 10 minutes. The areas around the images and
letters became clearer. The coin was then soaked in soap and
water for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 10 minutes . A
high shine and a very light gray background formed on the
entire coin.

OBV:

Head of Roma, with winged Phrygian helmet ornamented with
griffin's head, r.; to 1., ROMA downwards and*; tor., M
A VRELI upwards; border of dots.
Naked Gallic warrior, hurling spear in r. hand, Gaulish shi~d,
carnyx and reins in l. hand, in biga of horses, r.; below, SCAVRI;
in ex., L LIC CN [DOM]; border of dots.

REV:

(

(

Marcus Aurelius Scaurus was one of five minting magistrates elected
during 118 B.C. The coin commemorates the foundation of the Roman
colony of Narbo Marti us in Gaul in the year 118 B.C. L. Licinius Crassus and
Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus were elected as the colony's duoviri or founding
commissioners. Mattingly believes that all the men were quaestori urbani
rather than triumviri monetales. The reverse of the coin commemorates the
victory of Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus which allowed the colony to be formed.
The warrior in the biga is most likely King Bituitus of Averni who was
captured in 121 B.C. by C. Fabius Maximus. In the resulting triumph, Bituitus
was standing in a silver chariot, as he is on the coin.
This coin is one of the first known examples of a serrated coin.
Serrated coins were made by creating notches in the edge of the coin at
irregular angles before the coin was struck. Serrations were often believed to
be a deliberate addition to m inting a coin to prove that the coin was not
plated and made of pure metal; however, since some plated coins were also
serrated, serration would not have proved an effective test. Since serrated
coins were principally meant for circulation outside Italy, the serrated edge
probably provided the native populations a means of easily identifying if a
coin was of legal tender. If the coin was serrated, they knew that it had been
minted by the Roman rulers, and that the coin had a set value. This
particular coin was minted in commemoration of the new colony formed by
the men who minted the coin.

48
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RRC, pp. 298-299, #282/1
BMC, i, pp. 184-185, #1185
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14:
Caius Fonteius
Metal and Type:
Date:
Mint:
Weight:
Provenance:
Grading:
Purchase Price:

AR denarius
114-13 B.C.
Rome

3.88g
Very Good
50¢

Cleaning:

The coin had a light silver background with slight tarnish
around images. The coin had no corrosion, good details, and a
light shine on high relief. The coin was soaked in soap and
water for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 10 minutes. The
light background remained, some of the tarnish was eliminated,
and the details became more visible.

OBV:

Laureate, Janiform head of Dioscuri; on I. and r., *;below,
control mark, ••••; border of dots.
.....,
Galley with pilot and three rowers, 1.; above, C FONT; below,
ROMA; border of dots.

REV:

The family of Caius Fonteius was from Tusculum, a small town south
of Rome popular for its villas and opportunities for otium. Tusculum was
traditionally founded by Telegonus, who sailed across the ocean to
incorporate the town. Tusculum was also the cult center for the worship of
the Dioscuri (see coin #3). Thus, to honor his hometown, Caius Fonteius has
depicted on his coin the Dioscuri to honor the cult center status of Tusculum
as well as a galley to reiterate the transmarine origin of Tusculum through
Telegenus. The janiform head has also been postulated to be Fons or Fontus,
the son of Janus from whose name the family of Fonteius derives. Caius
Fonteius also continues the use of sequence letters as control marks, although
not on this particular coin (see coin #12) .
Bibliography:
RRC, p. 304, #290/1
BMC, ii, pp. 292-293, #602
Sydenham, p. 74, #555
Babelon, Fonteia, 1
Broughton, p. 440
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15:
Manius Aemilius
Metal and Type:
Date:
Mint:
Weight:
Provenance:
Grading:
Purchase Price:

Lepidus
AR denarius
114-113 B.C.
Rome
3.77 g
Fine

60¢

Cleaning:

The coin had a dark background with no tarnish or corrosion.
The high relief had a bright shine, and the details were good.
The coin was soaked in soap and water for 30 minutes, brushed,
and rinsed for 10 minutes. A dull gray finish formed. The
details became excellent, and an excellent gloss formed on the
high relief.

OBV:

Bust of Roma, laureate, draped, r.; to 1., *;tor., R[O]MA; border
of dots.
Military equestrian sta tue on three-arched pedestal; horseman
wears cu irass and wreath and holds spear in r. hand; around,
MN AEMILIO; between arches, LEP; border of dots.

,-..
REV:

Manius Aemilius Lepidus used this coin to commemorate the
construction of an aqueduct in 179 B.C. by his ancestor Marcus Aemilius
Lepidus. The inscription of his name between the arches is in the dative case
implying that the aqueduct was dedicated to his ancestor Aemilius. The
inscription probably only refers to the name of the minting magistrate. The
bust on the obverse is most likely Roma .
Bibliography:
RRC, pp. 305-306, #291/1
BMC, ii, pp. 291-292, #590
Sydenham, p. 74, #554
Babelon, Aemilia, 7
Broughton, p. 431
Carson, p . 36, #106
JRS (1964) p. 42, n. 9
M. Stuart, AJA (1945), pp. 226-251
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16:
Publius Licinius Nerva
Metal and Type:
AR denarius
Date:
113-12 B.C.
Mint:
Rome
Weight:
3.93 g
Provenance:
Grading:
Very Good
Purchase Price:
80¢
Cleaning:

The coin had a slightly dark background with some shine on the
high relief. The coin had some tarnish to the far right, no
corrosion, and excellent details. The coin was soaked in soap
and water for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 10 minutes . A
lighter background formed with some visible brown spots, and
the tarnish was eliminated.

OBV:

Bust of Roma, helmeted and holding spear in r. hand over r.
shoulder and shield ornamented with a horseman galloping, !.;
to!.,*; tor., ROMA; border of dots.
Voting scene in the interior of the comitium . In foreground on
the pons, one figure on I. receives tabella from rogator and second
drops tabella into box; above, three parallel lines; above, scabellum
[with tabella inscribed P (provoco)]; in field, P NERV A.

REV :

Publius Licinius Nerva was praetor of Sicily in 104 B.C.. In this coin, he
depicts a typical arrangement for a voting session in the comitium . The rogator
is the polling-clerk who hands out tabellae to voters. Votes, usually one or
two words describing a positive or negative vote (see coin #38), are placed into
urns or boxes (see coin #41) . The three parallel lines above the figures
represent a division between the saepta or enclosures allotted to the different
tribes which were voting. On the chair (unfortunately not visible on coin
#16) is a tabella with a positive vote (provoco) inscribed onto it. The use of this
coin type by Publius Licinius Nerva could be similar to that of coins #38 and
41. In 137 B.C., the Lex Cassia tabellaria was passed allowing citizens in the
comitium to vote with a ballot. This coin type may commemorate that
decision as well.
Bibliography:
RRC, pp. 306-307, #292/1
BMC, ii, pp. 272-273, #526
Sydenham, p . 72, #548

Babelon, Licinia, 7
Carson, p. 37, #110
Foss, p . 3, #3
Broughton, p. 581
L. R. Taylor, Roman Voting Assemblies from the Hannibalic War to the Dictatorship
of Caesar (Ann Arbor, 1966), p. 39
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17:
Lucius Marcius Philippus
Metal and Type:
AR denarius
Date:
c. 113-112 B.C.
Mint:
Rome
Weight:
3.86 g
Provenance:
Grading:
Fine, scarce
75¢
Purchase Price:

Cleaning:

The entire coin had a dark background with only a few light
spots. The details were very sharp with only slight corrosion on
the reverse. The coin was soaked in CLR and water for 30
minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 30 minutes. The dark
background remained, the high relief shone brighter, the slight
corrosion was gone, and the details were sharper.

OBV:

Head of Philip V of Macedon in royal Macedonian helmet of
skin ornamented with goat's horns on which rests a diadem, r.;
to 1., M ; under chin, sequence mark, <l>; border of dots.
Statue of horseman with laurel branch over shoulder, r.;
beneath prancing horse, a flower; on statue base, L PHILLIPPVS;
below,*; border of dots.

REV:

This coin commemorates the success of the ancestor of Lucius Marcius
Philippus, L. Marcius Q.f. Philippus, who had been engaged in a diplomatic
mission to Philip V of Macedon. He returned with a treaty of friendship. The
portrait of Philip V on the obverse bears no resemblance to any portraits of
Philip on Greek coins. The reverse of the coin further commemorates the
gens Marcia by showing a triumphant figure on horseback. The laurel branch
designates the rider as a triumphator. The flower beneath the horse alludes to
the conception of Mars, the Roman god of war, when his mother Hera was
impregnated while disguised as a flower. The symbol on the obverse
designates that the coin was minted in Rome.
Bibliography:
FURC,p. 307,#293/1
BMC, ii, p. 277, #532
Sydenham, p. 73, #551
Babelon, Marcia, 12
Carson,p.38,#112
Broughton, p . 445
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18:
Lucius Manlius Torquatus
Metal and Type:
AR denarius
Date:
113-112 B.C.
Mint:
Rome
Weight:
3.87 g
Provenance:
Grading:
Very Good, scarce
Purchase Price:
90¢
Cleaning:

The coin had a very dark background with only barely visible
lettering. The coin had no tarnish or corrosion and clear high
relief. The coin was soaked in soap and water for 30 minutes,
brushed, and rinsed for 10 minutes. The dark background
remained, and the high relief formed a dull shine.

OBV:

Head of Roma, helmeted, r.; [to 1., ROMA]; under chin, *; border
of a surrounding torque.
Warrior with helmet, spear and shield, on horseback, galloping
1.; above, Q; below, [L] TORQVA; border of dots.

REV:

This coin commemorates the achievements of the ancestor of Lucius
Manlius Torquatus, T. Mantius Imperiosus Torquatus. He received the
surname Torquatus when he defeated a Gaul (described as "giant" in
surviving accounts) in single combat in 361 B.C. This same ancestor later
served as dictator in 353 and 349 B.C. as well as consul in both 344 and 330
B.C.. The Q on the reverse could serve to demonstrate that Lucius Manlius
Torquatus was minting the coin while serving as a quaestor. It was not
uncommon for quaestors to dictate occasionally to triumviri monetales the types
of coins to be minted.
Bibliography:
RRC,p . 308,#295/1
BMC, ii, p . 270, #518
Sydenham, p . 71, #545
Babelon, Manlia, 2
Carson,p.38,#111
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19:
Caius Claudius Pulcher
Metal and Type:
AR denarius
Date:
110-109 B.C.
Mint:
Rome
Weight:
3.79 g
Provenance:
Grading:
Fine
Purchase Price:
60¢
Cleaning:

The coin had a very light gray background with some tarnish
around details and edges. The coin had good details with a high
shine on the high relief, and no corrosion or dirt. The coin was
soaked in soap and water for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for
10 minutes. The tarnish was eliminated while some of the dark
spots remained.

OBV:

Head of Roma, helmeted, decorated with griffin's head, r .; border
of dots.
Victory, holding reins in both hands, in biga with horses
galloping, r.; in ex., C PVLCHER; border of dots.

REV:

Caius Claudius Pulcher would become consul in 92 B.C. On this coin
he commemorates the victories of his ancestor C. Claudius Pulcher over the
Istrians and Ligurians in 177 B.C. For these victories, he was voted a double
triumph. The reverse type of Victory in a biga continues the tradition of
commemorating the triumphs of ancestors on coins of their families.
Bibliography:
RRC,p.313,#300/1
BMC, i, pp. 198-199, #1288
Sydenham, p . 77, #569
Babelon, Claudia, 1

Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum (Berlin, 1893 onwards), i, p. 200
Broughton, p. 435
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20:
Quintus Lutatius Cerco
Metal and Type:
AR denarius
Date:
109-108 B.C.
Mint:
Rome
Weight:
3.96g
Provenance:
Grading:
Very Good
Purchase Price:
70¢
Cleaning:

The coin had a dark gray background with a high shine on the
high relief. The details were clear with some slight corrosion
and tarnish on the bottom center of the obverse. The coin was
soaked in soap and water for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for
10 minutes. The dark gray background remained. Details came
out brighter and more clearly while the corrosion was mostly
eliminated.

OBV:

Head of Roma, with crested helmet with ornamented side, r.;
above, [R]OMA; before, CERCO upwards; behind,*; border of
dots .
Galley with oars, stem of the prow ends in a helmeted human
head, at the stern beneath the aplus tre is the head of the pilot, r.;
above, Q LVTATI; around, corona civica; border of dots.

REV:

(

Quintus Lutatius Cerco struck this coin while serving as a quaestor.
With the reverse type (see coins #14, 22), he commemorates the naval victory
of C. Lutatius Catulus over the Carthagean fleet at the Aegates Islands in 241
B.C. The head on the obverse of the coin may also be Mars.
Bibliography:
RRC,p.315,#305/1
BMC, ii, pp. 287-298, #636
Sydenham, p. 75, #559
Babelon, Lutatia, 2
Broughton, pp. 444, 583
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21.
Marcus Herennius
Metal and Type:
Date:
Mint:
Weight:
Provenance:
Grading:
Purchase Price:

(

AR denarius
108-107 B.C.
Rome
3.98 g

Very Good
60¢

Cleaning:

The coin had a very dark gray background with little shine on
the high relief. The coin had no tarnish and only a small bit of
corrosion on the upper left of the obverse. The coin was soaked
in soap and water for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 10
minutes. Both the shine and the details became excellent while
the dark background remained .

OBV:
REV:

Head of Pietas, diademed, r.; to 1., PIETAS; border of dots.
One of the Catanian brothers, naked, running r., bearing an old
man on his shoulder, who is looking back and raising right
hand; to 1., M HERENNI downwards; tor., control mark, D·;
border of dots.

......

The reverse of this coin has been described as "pietas in action,"
referring to the depiction of Pietas on the obverse. The coin type depicts the
family devotion of the Catanian brothers as described by Valerius Maximus.
One of the brothers, either Amphinomus or Anapias of Catana, is seen
carrying away his father on his shoulders from the erupting Mount Etna. The
father looks backwards in horror at the destruction of the eruption. The
devotion of the brothers to their parents, symbolized by the depiction of Pietas
on the obverse, is obviously the primary focus of the coin type. With Marcus
Herennius, the use of control marks developed by adding dots to letters
which now expanded to include most of the alphabet.
Bibliography:
RRC, pp. 317-318, #308/1b
BMC, i, pp. 195-197, #1263
Sydenham,p. 77,#567a
Babelon, Herennia, 1
Carson,p.39,#118
Broughton, p. 441
Kent, pl. 13, #38
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22.
Manius Fonteius
Metal and Type:
Date:
Mint:
Weight:
Provenance:
Grading:
Purchase Price:

AR denarius
108-107 B.C.
Rome
3.84g
Good
60¢

Cleaning:

The coin had a light gray background with only a few dark spots
and light brown areas. The details were good with some
corrosion found near the bottom of the obverse. The coin was
soaked in soap and water for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for
10 minutes. The background became darker while the dark spots
and corrosion remained. The details remained fine .

OBV:

Jugate heads of the Dioscuri, laureate, r.; above, two stars; tor.,*;
border of dots.
Galley with long protruding rostrum, displaying tiJ(liolu~in stern,
with pilot seated beneath the aplustre, r.; above, MN FONTEI;
below, control mark, F; border of dots.

REV:

The depiction of the Dioscuri is similar to coin #14 with the images
superimposing one another rather than back to back. The depiction of the
galley at sea is similar to that on coins #14 and 20. With this coin, Manius
Fonteius commemorates the naval exploits of his ancestor P. Fonteius Capito
in Sardinia in 169 B.C. Within the doliolum are sacra brought from Troy.
Bibliography:
RRC, pp. 316-317, #307 /1a
BMC, i, pp. 192-194, #1210
Sydenham,p. 76,#566a
Babelon, Fonteia, 7
Carson, p. 39, #116
JRS (1971) p. 153
Cicero, Pro. Font., 3.5
Broughton, p. 440
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23.
Lucius Memmius
Metal and Type:
Date:
Mint:
Weight:
Provenance:
Grading:
Purchase Price:

Galeria
AR denarius serratus
106 B.C.
Rome
3.87 g
Good
50¢

Cleaning:

The coin had a dark gray background, a nice shine on the high
relief, and no corrosion. Some tarnish and dirt existed around
the images. The coin was soaked in CLR and water for 30
minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 10 minutes. The background
became a much lighter silver, and the dirt and grime on the
reverse were eliminated.

OBV:

Head of Saturn, laureate, bearded, I.; behind, ROMA; border of
dots.
Venus, naked, holding scepter and reins in I. hand and reins in
r,_Qand, in biga, r.; above, flying Cupid with wreath; in ex., L
MEMMI GAL; border of dots.

REV:

Lucius Memmius Galeria served as an officer of Pompey in Spain later
on in his career. He apparently claimed he was descended from the familiae
Troianae through Aeneas. Thus, he depicts Venus, the mother of Aeneas,
triumphant on the reverse of this coin. The title GAL (not seen on coin #23)
refers most likely to his tribal name of Galeria rather than Gallus or Galbius.
The use and meaning of Saturn on the obverse is unexplained . The serrated
edge was used to signify that this coin was a special issue in the northern
provinces (see coin #13) .
Bibliography:
RRC, pp. 320-321, #313/1c
BMC, i, pp. 204-205, #1328
Sydenham,p. 79,#574a
Babelon, Memmia, 2
Plutarch, Pompey, XL
Broughton, p. 446
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24.
Lucius Cornelius Scipio Asiagenus
AR denarius serratus
Metal and Type:
Date:
106 B.C.
Mint:
Rome
Weight:
3.96 g
Provenance:
Grading:
Fine
Purchase Price:
70~
Cleaning:

The coin had a light gray background with dark areas around the
details. The details were excellent with a nice shine on the high
relief and no tarnish or corrosion. The coin was soaked in soap
and water for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 10 minutes.
The coin developed an even higher shine, and the details on the
reverse became clearer.

OBV:

Head of Jupiter, laureate, l.; behind, control mark, L •; border of
dots.
Jupiter, holding scepter and reins in l. hand and hurling
thunderbolt with r. hand, in quadriga with horses galloping, r.;
in ex., L SCIP ASIAG; border of dots.

REV:

Lucius Cornelius Scipio Asiagenus was consul in 83 B.C. and was a
member of the Marian party. In this coin he commemorates h is ancestor L.
Cornelius Scipio, the son of Africanus who defeated Antiochus of Syria at
Mount Sipylus in 190 B.C. When he returned to Rome, he was given the
surname Asiaticus which had become transformed to Asiagenus by his
successive family. The emphasis on Jupiter on both obverse and reverse
shows great veneration by the family of Cornelius towards Jupiter. The
serrated edge was used to signify that this coin was a special issue for use in
the northern provinces (see coin #13) .
Bibliography:
RRC,p . 319,#311/1a
BMC, i, pp. 206-207, #1365
Sydenham, p. 79, #576
Babelon, Cornelia, 24
Broughton, p. 437
Kent, pl. 13, #39
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25.
Cnaeus Cornelius
Metal and Type:
Date:
Mint:
Weight:
Provenance:
Grading:
Purchase Price:

Blasia
AR denarius
c. 105 B.C.
Rome
3.85 g
Good
70~

Cleaning:

The coin had a bright silver background, dark tarnish around the
images, a shine on the high relief, no corrosion, and good
details. The coin was soaked in vinegar for 30 minutes and
brushed which had little to no effect. The coin was later soaked
in soap and water for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 10
minutes. The images became clearer with a higher shine on the
high relief.

OBV:

Male head, wearing Corinthian helmet, r.; [to l., caduceus]; above,
*;tor., [CN BLASIO] CN F; border of dots.
Jupiter, holding scepter in r. hand and thunderbolt in l. hand,
standing facing, between Juno and Minerva; each holds scepter;
Minerva crowns Jupiter with wreath in r. hand; in ex., ROMA;
in field, 0; border of dots.

REV :

Cnaeus Cornelius Blasia uses this coin perhaps to honor the Capitoline
triad of Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva on the reverse. Then on the reverse was
copied from the silver coins of Agathocles, the king of Syracuse. According to
Greuber, the male head on the obverse could either be Mars or a portrait of
the Roman general, Scipio Africanus.
Bibliography:
RRC, pp. 309-310, #296/1d
BMC, ii, pp. 294-296, #628
Sydenham, p. 75, #561b
Babelon, Cornelia, 19
Carson, p. 37, #107
H.M.-L. Vollenweider, Museum Helveticum (1958), pp. 38-42
H.H. Scullard, Scipio African us: Soldier and Politician (London, 1970), pp. 249-251
Broughton, p. 436
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26.
Marcus Porcius Cato
AR denarius
Metal and Type:
Date:
c. 93-91 B.C.
Mint:
Rome
Weight:
4.09 g
Provenance:
Grading:
Very Fair
Purchase Price:
50¢
Cleaning:

The coin had a slightly dark background with some shine on the
high relief. The lower left corner of the obverse was highly
corroded with a dark brown-red color. The details were good.
The coin was soaked in CLR and water for 30 minutes, brushed,
and rinsed for 10 minutes. The build-up of corrosion was
decreased but still evident on both sides. The slightly dark
background remained, and the details on the reverse were not
improved once some of the corrosion was removed.

OBV:

Female bust, slightly draped, hair tied with band, diademed, r.;
[behind, ROMA]; below, [M CA]TO; border of dots.
Victoria Virgo, seated, holding patera in extended r. hand and
palm branch in I. hand and over shoulder, r.; [in ex., VICTRIX];
border of dots.

REV:

With this coin, Marcus Porcius Cato commemorates the construction
of a shrine built to Victoria Virgo by Cato Censorius in 194 B.C. (see Livy
xxxx.9.6). The female bust on the obverse may be either Libertas or Roma.
Victoria Virgo is a specific depiction of Victoria, the personification of
Victory, as a virgo, a maiden or virgin.
Bibliography:
RRC,p . 351,#343/1b
BMC, ii, p. 303, #657
Sydenham, p. 83, #596
Babelon, Porcia, 5
T. P. Wiseman, NC (1964), p. 156
R. Rowland, Historia (1969), p. 374
Broughton, p. 449
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27.
Anonymous
Metal and Type:
Date:
Mint:
Weight:
Provenance:
Grading:
Purchase Price:

AR denarius (Series II, Type IV)
91-89 B.C.
Italic Confedera lion
3.99 g
No grading, rare
$4.00

Cleaning:

The coin was very dark on its flat surfaces and bright on its high
relief. The details were clear with no tarnish or corrosion. The
coin was soaked in soap and water for 30 minutes, brushed, and
rinsed for 10 minutes. A lighter silver shine formed on the
entire coin.

OBV:

Head of Italia, laureate, wearing earring and necklace, 1.; behind,
(in Oscan letters) ITALIA downwards; border of dots.
A warrior, standing front, head to r., wearing helmet and cloak,
resting r. hand on spear pointing down, holds sword in l. hand,
l. foot on upper portion of Roman standard; on r., a recumbent
Sabellian ox.

REV:

During the Social War (91-89 B.C.), the Confederate States, which had
broken all economic ties with Rome, began to mint their own coinage to
finance their rebellion. The allies minted two types of silver coins: coins
with Latin inscriptions, and coins with Oscan inscriptions. They used copies
of the coin types of well-known Roman coins. This coin was minted by the
Italian Confederation during the Social War to commemorate their successes.
The spear pointing downwards on the reverse is a sign of victory. The
standing figure could be Mars, C. Papius Mutilus, a Sarnnite general, or
perhaps Italia again. He is swearing an oath of allegiance over the sacrifice of
the ox reclining nearby.
Bibliography:
BMC, ii, pp. 328-329, #19
Sydenham,p.92,#627
A. Sambon, Les monnaies antiques de l'Italie (Paris, 1903), #225
Foss, p. 7, #24a
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28.
Publius Cornelius
Metal and Type:
Date:
Mint:
Weight:
Provenance:
Grading:
Purchase Price:

Lentulus Marcellinus
AR denarius
c. 89 B.C.
Rome
3.94 g
Good
60~

Cleaning:

The entire coin had a gray background. The right side and lower
left were covered with a light brown corrosion on both sides of
the coin. The lower left of the reverse had a collection of dark
orange-red corrosion. The details were good on both sides. The
coin was soaked in CLR and water for 30 minutes, brushed, and
rinsed for 10 minutes. The corrosion was mostly gone on the
right side resulting in a lighter brown background. The orangered spot of corrosion on the reverse remained . The details were
lessened in quality against the lighter brown background,
particularly on the reverse.

OBV:

Bust of Hercules Respiciens, seen from behind, wearing lion's
skin with head turned to r. and club over I. shoulder; on 1.,
control mark, D· (with • above); below, ROMA; border of dots.
Roma, standing facing, holding spear in r. hand with I. hand on
hip, wearing helmet with triple crest; to r .; Genius of Rome
crowning her with r. hand and holding cornucopia in l...,.haJI.d.;
between, control mark ·D· (with • above); in ex., [LE]NT MAR
F; border of laurel wreath.

REV:

The family of Publius Cornelius Lentulus Marcellinus favored
Hercules and the Genius of the Roman People. Hercules Respiciens, the
"Hercules looking back," is seen with his cap made from the skin of the
Nemean Lion he defeated (see coin #32). The club and thinner face are
Roman adaptations of the similar Hellenistic coin type. The genius is a
guardian or attending spirit of an individual person which helped develop
and inspire the natural desires and capabilities of that person. The Genius
performed an active role as a guardian for whatever he represented.
Depicting the Genius of Rome was a common practice during the first century
B.C. Here, according to Brauer, the Genius is crowning Roma for her success
and prosperity in the war against the rebel Sertorius from 76-75 B.C.
Bibliography:
RRC, pp. 329-330, #329 /1a
Sydenham,p.86,#604b
Foss, p. 4, #8
George C. Brauer, SAN, pp. 24-26

BMC, i, pp. 233-234, #1705
Babelon, Cornelia, 25
Broughton, p. 437
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29.
Lucius Titurius Sabinus
AR denarius (Type I)
Metal and Type:
Date:
c. 88 B.C.
Mint:
Rome
Weight:
3.87 g
Provenance:
Grading:
Good
70¢
Purchase Price:
Cleaning:

The coin had a dark silver background with a nice shine on the
high relief, excellent details, no corrosion, and slight tarnish on
lower left of the reverse. The coin was soaked in soap and water
for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 10 minutes. A higher
shine formed on both sides. The tarnish on the reverse
remained .

OBV:
REV:

Head of Tatius, bearded, r.; to 1., SABIN; tor.,
border of dots .
Two soldiers, facing each other, each carrying off a Sabine
woman; in ex., L TITVRI; border of dots.

TA;

Once again, the magistrate has chosen a scene on the reverse which
honors himself by commemorating the achievements of one of his ancestors.
This coin displays a traditional historical event. Here, Lucius Titurius
Sabin us refers to the possible origins of his family name on the reverse by
depicting the Rape of the Sabine Women (Livy i.9) . TheTA on the obverse
may declare either that his family was actually related to Tatius, king of the
Sabines, or it may designate the magistrate as tribunus aerarius, the paymaster
of the soldiers.
Bibliography:
RRC, pp. 352-356, #344/1a
BMC, i, p. 297, #2322
Sydenham,p. 108,#698
Babelon, Tituria, 1
Carson, p. 43, #134
Portraits and Propaganda: Faces of Rome (Providence, 1989), p. 24, #4
L. R. Taylor, VDRR, p. 260
J-P. Morel, MEFR (1962), pp. 32-36
J. M. C. Toynbee, "Picture-Language in Roman Art and Coinage," in Essays in
Roman Coinage Presented to Harold Mattingly (Oxford, 1956), pp. 222-224
Broughton, p. 454
Kent, pl. 14, #44
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30.
Lucius Cornelius Sulla
Metal and Type:
AR denarius (Type III)
Date:
c. 84-83 B.C.
Mint:
Rome (moving with Sulla)
Weight:
3.60 g
Provenance:
Grading:
Good
80¢
Purchase Price:
Cleaning:

The coin had a dark silver background with excellent details and
no tarnish or corrosion. The coin was soaked in soap and water
for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 10 minutes. Some
details became sharper with a higher shine.

OBV:

Bust of Venus, diademed, r.; on r., Cupid, standing, holding
palm branch; below, L SVL[LA]; border of dots.
Capis and lituus between two trophies; above, IMPER; below,
ITERV[/M]; border of dots.

REV:

The coin struck by the dictator commemorates his two victories
between 86 and 82 B.C. when he was proclaimed imperator twice. The coin
was struck after his successful campaigns against Mithradates VI of Pontus in
Greece and Asia Minor from 87 to 84 B.C. The trophies depicted on the
reverse were erected after the battles of Chaeronea in 86 B.C. and Orchomenos
in 85 B.C. The augural images on the reverse imply that Sulla must have
been elected to the college of augurs at some point during his career. The
image of Venus on the obverse continues the veneration of the family of
Sulla to Venus (see coins #4 and 5).
Bibliography:
RRC, pp. 373-374, #359/2
BMC, ii, pp. 459-60, #3
Sydenharn,p. 124,#761
Babelon, Cornelia, 28
Foss, p . 5, #16
Carson, p . 44, #142
S. Weinstock, JRS (1955), p . 187
B. Frier, Arethusa (1969), pp. 187-188
J.P.V.D. Balsdon, JRS (1951), pp. 8-9
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31.
Caius Mamilius Limetanus
Metal and Type:
AR denarius serratus
Date:
c. 82-81 B.C.
Mint:
Rome
Weight:
3.56 g
Provenance:
Grading:
Good
Purchase Price:
50¢
Cleaning:

The coin had a light gray background with areas of tarnish and
no corrosion. The high relief had a dull shine. The coin was
soaked in soap and water for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for
10 minutes. A lighter silver background formed with the same
dull shine on high relief. The tarnish was eliminated.

OBV:

Bust of Mercury, draped, with winged petasus and chlamys, r.; to
1., caduceus over shoulder and control mark, S; line border.
Ulysses, wearing pileus, leaning on staff in I. hand and extending
r. hand to his dog Argus, walking r.; to 1., [C] MAMI[L]
downwards; tor., LIMETAN upwards; line border.

REV :

Caius Mamilius Limetanus must have claimed descent from both
Mercury and Ulysses by depicting both of them on this coin. The obverse is a
bust of Mercury, the fa ther of Ulysses and god of travelers and merchants. He
is wearing the broad-brimmed felt hat and large, wool upper garment of a
traveler. The herald's staff was a common attribute for Mercury. On the
reverse is Ulysses himself when, upon his return to Ithaca after the Trojan
War, he is disguised in a traveler's dress . Ulysses' dog Argus was the only
person to recognize Ulysses through his disguise. Argus was so overjoyed to
see his master finally return that he died. The serrated edge was used to
signify that this coin was a special issue for use in the northern provinces (see
coin #13). This coin is the only coin of this year to be serrated.
Bibliography:
RRC, pp. 375, 377, #362/1
BMC, i, pp. 343-344, #2728
Sydenham, p. 119, #741
Babelon, Mamilia, 6
Carson, p. 45, #145
Sutherland, p. 80, #123-4
Broughton, p. 444
Kent, pl. 15, #49
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32.
Caius Poblicius Quinti Filius
AR denarius serratus
Metal and Type:
80 B.C.
Date:
Mint:
Rome
Weight:
3.87 g
Provenance:
Donated by George Banta
Grading:
Purchase Price:
Cleaning:

The coin had a dark background with some slight tarnish and
corrosion around the details. The details were good. The coin
was soaked in soap and water for 30 minutes, brushed, and
rinsed for 10 minutes. The dark tone was replaced by a light
silver tone. Both the tarnish and dirt remained around the
details . The details became clearer on the reverse.

OBV:

Bust of Roma, draped, wearing Phrygian helmet with griffin's
head and feather at each side, r.; to l., ROMA downwards; above,
control mark, E.
Hercules, naked, standing l., strangling the Nemean lion; at feet,
club; to l., bow and quiver of arrows; on r., C POBLICI Q F; above,
control mark, E.

REV:

Nothing is known about Caius Poblicius Quinti Filius. The depiction
of Roma with a Phrygian helmet is a common type for the period. He also
continues to use control-marks. On the reverse he depicted Hercules in his
struggle with the Nemean lion, the first of his famous labors. Hercules was
supposed to obtain the skin of the lion for Eurystheus. On some accounts, the
lion is invulnerable, and Hercules was forced to strangle it with his own
hands and then flay it with its own claws. The lion's skin afterward became
his clothing (see coins #28 and 34). The bow and arrow at his feet is an
unusual addition since no extant record mentions Hercules using a bow and
arrow to defeat the Nemean Lion. The minting magistrate's use of Hercules
on the reverse of the coin may refer to the recent victory of Sulla over the
party of Marius; however, it would have been a rare example for a significant
current event to be depicted on a coin this early in the first century B.C.
Bibliography:
RRC, p. 396, #150
BMC, i, p . 365, #2900
Sydenham, p. 125, #768
Babelon, Poblicia, 9
Carson,p.46,#150
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33.
Marcus Volteius
Metal and Type:
Date:
Mint:
Weight:
Provenance:
Grading:
Purchase Price:

Very Good
60¢

Cleaning:

The coin had heavy concentrations of horn silver around the
upper edges of both sides. The details were decent. The coin was
soaked in CLR and water for 30 minutes, brushed, rinsed for 10
minutes. The areas of horn silver were cleared down through
the patina revealing spots of high shined silver. The dark tone
remained around the areas, and most of the horn silver was
eliminated.

OBV:

Head of Jupiter, laureate, r.; to r., control mark crescent; border of
dots.
Tetrastyle, Doric temple of Jupiter Capitolinus with closed doors,
surmounted by ornamental crockets, akroteria at the lower angles
and apex; in pediment, thunderbolt ornament; in ex., [M
VOL]TEI M [F]; border of dots.

REV:

(

AR denarius (Type I)
c. 78 B.C.
Rome
3.77g

As with coin #34, Mommsen determined that Marcus Volteius issued
coins to commemorate public games that were held during the year of his
reign as magistrate. This coin commemorates the ludi Romani which were
held in January and conveyed the promise of largitiones in the future. The
reverse of this coin commemorates the beginning of the reconstruction of the
Capitoline temple of Jupiter Optimus Maximus that year. The reconstruction
of the temple was completed in 69 B.C. With the destruction of any remains
of the temple, the coin depictions of the temple are the most valuable
resource for examining the architecture and design of one of the most
important temples in ancient Rome. The use of a symbol as a control mark
on the obverse continues the tradition of control marks by expanding from
simple alphabet letters to more elaborate symbols.
Bibliography:
RRC, pp. 399-402, #385/1
BMC, i, p. 388, #3154
Sydenham, p. 127, #774
Babelon, Volteia, 1
Carson,p.47,#152
Foss, p . 6, #21
H. Jucker, Jahrbuch der Berliner Museen (1959-60), p. 285
Mommsen, ii, p. 468
Broughton, p. 455
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34.
Marcus Volteius
Metal and Type:
Date:
Mint:
Weight:
Provenance:
Grading:
Purchase Price:

AR denarius (Type II)
c. 78 B.C.
Rome
3.76g
Very Good
60¢

Cleaning:

The coin had a dark gray background, dirt in the edges and
grooves, some tarnish around the details, and no corrosion. The
details were good . The coin was soaked in soap and water for 30
minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 10 minutes. A darker
background formed on the obverse with a lighter background on
the reverse. Some tarnish remained around the edges.

OBV:
REV:

Head of Hercules, wearing lion skin, r.; border of dots.
The Erymanthian boar, r.; in ex., [M] VOLTEI [M F]; border of
dots.

As with coin #33, Mommsen determined that Marcus Volteius had
issued coins to commemorate various public games to be held during the year
of his reign as magistrate. This particular coin commemorates the ludi Plebii.
They were games held in November with contests including the palestra as
well as musical contests. The obverse depicts Hercules with the popular lionskin trapping (see coin #28). The Erymanthian boar was the fourth of the
labors of Hercules. The boar was ravaging the lands around Mount
Erymanthus. Hercules was told to bring the animal back alive. Hercules
easily chased the animal from its hiding place into some deep snow and then
trapped it with nets .
Bibliography:
RRC, pp. 399-402, #385/2
BMC, i, p. 389, #3158
Sydenharn,p. 127,#775
Babelon, Volteia, 2
Carson,p.48,#153
Mornrnsen, ii, p. 468
Broughton, p . 455
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35.
Paullus Aemilius Lepidus
Metal and Type:
AR denarius
Date:
62 B.C.
Mint:
Rome
Weight:
3.93 g
Provenance:
Fine
Grading:
Purchase Price:
65¢
Cleaning:

The coin had a dark gray background with a light shine on the
high relief. The coin had no corrosion, a slight amount of
tarnish, and the details were good. The coin was soaked in soap
and water for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 10 minutes.
The higher relief had a better shine, and the details became
sharper. Some of the tarnish was gone, but the spotted gray
background remained .

OBV:

Head of Concordia, diademed, veiled, r.; to l, PA VLLVS
LEPIDVS upwards; tor., CONCORDIA downwards; border of
dots.
Trophy; tor., Lucius Aemilius Paulus, togate, standing 1.; to 1.,
King Perseus with long beard and bound hands, accompanied by
his two sons who are all wearing Greek dress, standing 1.; above,
TER; in ex., P AVLLV[S]; border of dots.

REV:

Paullus Aemilius Lepidus would become consul in 50 B.C. With this
coin, he commemorates his ancestor L. Aemilius Paullus Macedonius who
captured King Perseus and his sons at Pydna in 168 B.C. The scene on the
reverse depicts his ancestor in triumphant stance with his prisoners nearby.
The standing trophy is a common image of victory demonstrating how the
Romans would stand the armor of the vanquished on tall poles (see coin #45).
The TER (tertius) inscription commemorates the three times his ancestor was
hailed as imperator: The first in 190 B.C. with the defeat of Spain, the second
in 181 B.C. with the defeat of Liguria, and the third in 168 B.C. with the defeat
of Macedon. The Concordia on the obverse may refer to the concordia ordinum
sponsored by Cicero and supported by Aemilius.
Bibliography:
RRC,p.441,#415/1
BMC, i, p. 418, #3373
Sydenham, p. 154, #926
Babelon, Aemilia, 10
Carson,p.56,#196
M. Gwyn Morgan, Klio (1973), pp. 228-229
Broughton, p. 431
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36.
Marcus Aemilus Scaurus and Publius Plautius Hypsaeus
Metal and Type:
AR denarius (Series II)
Date:
c. 58 B.C.
Mint:
Rome
Weight:
3.89 g
Provenance:
Fine
Grading:
Purchase Price:
65¢
Cleaning:

The coin had a dark gray background with a high shine on the
high relief. The coin had no corrosion or tarnish, and good
details. The coin was soaked in soap and water for 30 minutes,
brushed, and rinsed for 10 minutes. The high relief formed a
higher shine making the details excellent, and the dark gray
background remained.

OBV:

King Aretus, kneeling r., holding ribboned olive branch in r.
hand, and bridle of saddled camel in 1. hand; above, [M] SCAVR
AED CVR; to 1. and r., [E]X S C; in ex., [REX ARE]TAS; line
border.
Jupiter hurling thunderbolt, in galloping quadriga, r.; below
horses, scorpion; above, [P HYPSAEVS] AED CVR; below, C
HVPSAE COS PRElVER; to r., [C]APTV upwards; line border.

REV:

(

(

Often in Roman Republican coinage, senators, victorious generals, or
other high ranking officials could supervise the minting of special coins
separate from those approved by the Senate and the triumviri monetales. The
officials were given senatorial approval to mint and distribute coins by
depicting the EX SC (ex senatus consulto) on their coins. These special coins
were used to commemorate the success of the individual on a recent
campaign. This specia l coin commemorates the personal success of the
magistrates and their ancestors on one coin. Marcus Aemilus Scaurus and
Publius Plautius Hypsaeus were the aediles curules for 58 B.C. and celebrated
public games. This special coinage was minted to pay for those celebrations.
Scaurus was governor of Syria in 64 B.C. He commemorates on the obverse
the capture of the Arabian king Aretus. Hypsaeus' ancestor C. Hypsaeus was
responsible for the capture of Privernum in 329 B.C. and is honored on the
reverse of the coin.
Bibliography:
RRC, pp. 446-447, #422/1b
BMC, i, pp. 483-484, #3878
Babelon, Aemilia, 8
Sydenham,p. 152,#913
Foss, p. 10, #36
Carson, p. 55, #195
Kent, pl. 17, #60
Broughton, p. 528, 195
Sutherland, p . 85, #131-2
Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale Collection, A 3914
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37.
Faustus Cornelius
Metal and Type:
Date:
Mint:
Weight:
Provenance:
Grading:
Purchase Price:

Sulla
AR denarius (Type I)
c. 57-56 B.C.
Rome
3.98 g
Good, Very scarce
$1.00

Cleaning:

The coin had a dark gray background with no corrosion or
tarnish and decent details. The coin was soaked in soap and
water for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 10 minutes. The
details formed a nice shine on high relief, and the dark
background remained.

OBV:

Bust of Diana, draped, diademed, r.; to 1., lituus; tor., FAVSTVS
downwards; border of dots.
Sulla, togate, seated on raised seat 1.; before him, Bocchus
offering olive branch in r. hand, kneeling, r.; behind, J ugurtha,
hands bound behind him, kneeling 1.; to r., FELIX downwards .
border of dots.

REV:

Faustus Cornelius Sulla, who was born in 89 B.C. and died in 46 B.C.
after the battle of Pharsalus, was the son of the dictator Sulla. With this coin,
Faustus commemorates the successes of his father c. 100 B.C. The obverse
depicts Diana, the god the dictator Sulla personally venerated. The lituus, the
augur's curved staff, may refer to Lucius Sulla's time as an augur. The
reverse depicts a famous scene of Sulla's victory which was displayed on a
tablet on the Capitoline Hill as well as copied to be used on Sulla's signet ring.
It shows Sulla, sitting above as victor, accepting the surrender of King
Jugurtha, the king of Numidia, from Bocchus, king of Mauretania, his
brother and betrayer.
Bibliography:
RRC, pp.449-450,#426/1
BMC, i, pp. 471-472, #3824
Sydenham, p. 145, #879
Babelon, Cornelia, 59
Carson, p . 54, #186
Sutherland, p . 85, #133
Plutarch, Marius, 10, 32; Sulla, 3,6
Pliny, NH, xxxvii.8
Foss, p. 10, #37
Broughton, p. 437
Kent, pl. 18, #69
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38:
Quintus Cassius Longinus
AR denarius (Type II)
Metal and Type:
Date:
c. 57-55 B.C.
Mint:
Rome
Weight:
3.74 g
Provenance:
Grading:
Fine
Purchase Price:
$1.00
Cleaning:

The coin had a dark gray background with very good details, no
corrosion, and slight tarnish on the top center of the reverse.
The coin was soaked in soap and water for 30 minutes, brushed,
and rinsed for 10 minutes. A nice shine formed with a gray
background, and most of the dirt and tarnish was eliminated.

OBV:

Head of Vesta, diademed, veiled, r.; to 1., Q CASSIVS
downwards; tor., VEST upwards; border of dots.
Domed, circular Temple of Vesta, surmounted by figure holding
scepter and patera and flanked by antefixes; to 1., voting urn; to r.,
tablet inscribed A.C. (absolvo:condemno); within, curule chair;
border of dots.

REV:

Quintus Cassius Longinus was quaestor in 54 B.C. under Pompey and
then tribune to the plebeians in 49 B.C. with Marcus Antonius. With this
coin, he commemorates the successful prosecution of three Vestal Virgins
accused of incest by his ancestor L. Cassius Longinus Ravilla. His ancestor
condemned two of them, Licinia and Marcia. The reverse scene combines the
imagery of the Vestals with the decisive power of the vote. Cassius depicts
the temple of Vesta next to a voting station with a vote similar to that used in
the trial which either absolved or condemned the accused (see coin #41).
Bibliography:
RRC,p.452,#428/1
BMC, i, pp. 481-2, #3871
Sydenharn, #917a
Babelon, Cassia, 9
Carson, pp. 54-55, #190
Hannover, Martinetti-Nervegna Collection, #3082
E. Nash, Pictorial Dictionary of Ancient Rome, ii, p . 505
Bahr., Nurnisrnatische Zeitschrift (Vienna, 1896), p. 83
Broughton, p. 435
Kent, pl. 18, #68
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39:
Lucius Scribonius
Metal and Type:
Date:
Mint:
Weight:
Provenance:
Grading:
Purchase Price:

Libo
AR denarius
c. 55-54 B.C.
Rome
3.96 g
Fine
65¢

Cleaning:

The coin had a dark gray background with a nice shine on the
relief. The details were excellent with some dirt around the
edges and no tarnish or corrosion. The coin was soaked in soap
and water for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 10 minutes.
Both the details and lettering were sharper.

OBV:

Head of Bonus Eventus, diademed, r.; behind, LIBO downwards;
before, BON EVENT downwards; border of dots.
Puteal Scribonianum, decorated with festoon and two lyres; at
base, hammer; above, PVTEAL; below, SCRIBON; border of dots.

REV:

Lucius Scribonius Libo was the consul in 34 B.C. and father-in-law to
Sextus Pompey. He defected from the army of Sextus Pompey to join
Octavian. The depiction of the god Bonus Eventus on the obverse has several
possible meanings. Bonus Eventus was the god of good fortune who favored
agriculture and was invoked before a major journey or undertaking or to
provide for a bountiful harvest. He had a temple in the Campus Martius and
was very popular. His depiction could represent the successful prosecution of
Catiline by Cicero. It could also allude to Beneventum, the home town of the
Scribonius family . The reverse depicts the Puteal Scribonianum, a stone
enclosure placed at the mouth of a well in the Forum Romanum. The stone
coping was usually placed in an area to cover where lightning had struck. The
symbols on the reverse are those of Vulcan, who may have been associated
with the family.
Bibliography:
RRC, pp. 441-442, #416/1a
BMC, i, p . 419, #3377
Sydenharn,p. 155,#928
Babelon, Scribonia, 8
E. Nash, Pictorial Dictionary of Ancient Rome, ii, p. 259
Broughton, p . 451
George C. Brauer, Jr., SAN (1982), pp. 24-26
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40:
Quintus Caepio Brutus (Marcus Junius Brutus)
AR denarius (Type I)
Metal and Type:
Date:
c. 54 B.C.
Mint:
Rome
Weight:
3.83 g
Provenance:
Grading:
Purchase Price:
Cleaning:

The coin had a dark silver background with excellent details,
some tarnish around details, and no corrosion. The coin was
soaked in soap and water for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for
10 minutes. A higher shine formed on both sides, and the dark
areas remained.

OBV:

Head of Libertas, r.; behind, LIBERTAS downwards; border of
dots.
The consul Lucius Junius Brutus walking I, between two lictors,
and preceded by an accensus; in ex., BRVTVS; border of dots.

REV :

Quintus Caepio Brutus was the early name of one of the murderers of
Julius Caesar in 44 B.C. In this coin, he commemorates the success of his
ancestor Lucius Junius Brutus, who was responsible for the expulsion of the
Etruscan kings from Rome, helping to inaugurate the Roman Republic, and
who served as one of the first consuls in 509 B.C. The obverse depicts
Libertas, the personification of Liberty, who granted liberty to the Romans
after the expulsion of the kings. The reverse depicts a procession of Junius as
consul. According to Greuber, the coin also played an important
propagandistic purpose by demonstrating Brutus' consistent opposition to
Pompey's intentions of seeking to become the sole ruler at the time.
Bibliography:
RRC, pp. 455-456, #433/1
BMC, i, pp. 479-480, #3861
Sydenham, p. 150, #906
Babelon, Junia, 31
Carson, p . 55, #192
Foss, p. 11, #42
Sutherland, p. 85, #134
Kent, pl. 18, #67
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41:
Lucius Cassius Longinus
AR denarius
Metal and Type:
Date:
c. 52 B.C.
Mint:
Rome
Weight:
3.94 g
Provenance:
Grading:
Fine
Purchase Price:
80~
Cleaning:

The coin had a very dark background and very clear details.
There was some corrosion in the lower left area of both sides of
the coin and around the letters on the reverse. The coin was
soaked in soap and water for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for
10 minutes. A very nice gray background formed with some of
the corrosion remaining.

OBV:

Head of Vesta, wearing veil and diadem, 1.; on r., kylix; border of
dots.
Togate man, casting vote by dropping tablet marked V into cista,
1.; on r., LON GIN ill V downwards; border of dots.

REV:

Lucius Cassius Longinus was proconsul in 48 B.C. and tribune to the
plebeians in 44 B.C. He was the younger brother of Cassius, one of the
murderers of Julius Caesar. The scene of the reverse is a voting scene with
only a single, unidentified man. The scene commemorates the passing of the
Lex Cassia tabellaria proposed in 137 B.C., which allowed the comitium to vote
by using the ballot (see coins #16 and #38) . The image of Vesta on the obverse
also connects the coin type to the events of 113 B.C. when L. Cassius Longinus
Ravilla presided over the trial of three delinquent Vestal Virgins. The "V"
on the tabella means "VTI ROGAS" or a favorable vote for the legislation.
Bibliography:
RRC, p. 440, #413/1
BMC,i,#3931
Sydenham, p. 156, #935
Babelon, Cassia, 10
L.R. Taylor, VDRR, p . 126, n. 11
Broughton, p. 435
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42:
Caius Julius Caesar
AR denarius
Metal and Type:
Date:
c. 49-48 B.C.
Mint:
Mediolanum or Ravenna, Gaul
Weight:
3.71 g
Provenance:
Very Good
Grading:
75¢
Purchase Price:
Cleaning:

The coin had a dark silver background, a bright shine on the
high relief, excellent details, and no tarnish or corrosion. The
coin was soaked in soap and water for 30 minutes, brushed, and
rinsed for 10 minutes. A higher shine formed on the relief on
both sides, and the details became sharper.

OBV:

Elephant, trampling on dragon, r.; in ex., CAESAR; border of
dots.
Culullus, aspergillum, apex, and sec uris; border of dots.

REV:

This coin of Julius Caesar was minted after his victories over
Ariovistus and the Germans. It is an example of the revival of minting
military coins outside of Italy to pay for campaigns and soldiers. The elephant
on the obverse is an allusion to Caesar's name. In the language of the Mauri,
his name is the same word for elephant. The dragon the elephant is
trampling could also be a carnyx or Gallic war-trumpet. The augural devices
on the reverse allude to the office of pontifex maximus held by Julius Caesar
from 63 B.C.: the culullus was a drinking vessel; the aspergillum was a vessel
for sprinkling water; the apex was the cap worn by the Romanjlamen; and the
sec uris was the ax used in the sacrifices.
Bibliography:
RRC,pp.461,735,#443/1
BMC, ii, pp. 390-391, #27
Sydenharn,p. 167,#1006
Babelon, Julia, 9
Carson, p. 58, #207
Sutherland, p. 96, #141-2
Kent, pl. 23, #86
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43:
Lucius Plautius Plancus
Metal and Type:
AR denarius
Date:
c. 47 B.C.
Mint:
Rome
Weight:
3.59 g
Provenance:
Grading:
Purchase Price:
Cleaning:

The entire coin had a dark brown background with some shine
on the high relief. The coin had good details and no corrosion
or tarnish. The coin was soaked in soap and water for 30
minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 10 minutes. The lettering and
details became clearer.

OBV:

Helmeted head of Medusa, facing; [below, L PLA VTIVS]; border
of dots.
Aurora, winged, flying, holding palm branch with wreath and
leading the four horses of the sun, r.; below, PLANCVS; border
of dots.

REV :

(

Lucius Plautius Plancus was praetor in 43 B.C. The image of Medusa
on the obverse was similar to the masks used by people in Ovid's Fasti
(vi.651f). The reverse is a very common motif used on gems of the late
Republic . It was perhaps borrowed from a picture by Nicomachus kept on the
Capitoline hill.
Bibliography:
RRC,p . 468,#453/1c
BMC, i, pp. 516-517, #4009
Sydenham, p. 160, #959b
Babelon, Plautia, 15
Carson,p.60,#217
G. Walser, Festschrift Schuchhardt, p. 217
B. Borghesi, CEuvresi, i, p. 200
Broughton, p. 448
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44:
Marcus Portius Cato Uticensis
AR denarius
Metal and Type:
Date:
c. 47-46 B.C.
Mint:
Africa
Weight:
3.31 g
Provenance:
Grading:
Very Good
60¢
Purchase Price:
Cleaning:

The coin had a very dark background with some reddish
corrosion around the image and letters. The coin had no tarnish
and good details. The coin was soaked in CLR and water for 30
minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 10 minutes. The dark gray
background and some tarnish and dirt remained around the
images. The reddish areas were eliminated.

OBV:

Female bust, with slight drapery, hair tied with band, r.; to l.,
[RO]MA; below and tor., [M CATO] PRO PR; border of dots.
Victory, draped, seated, holding patera in extended r. hand and
[palm branch in l. hand]; in ex., VICTRIX; border of dots.

REV:

This coin by Cato the Younger was minted in Africa during his attempt
to reunite with the forces of Pompey in Utica. He minted the coins to pay his
troops stationed with him in Utica, to prepare his army for the upcoming
battle, and to pay for provisions for the city itself. Cato the Younger copies
coin types used c. 90 B.C. by his ancestor Marcus Porcius Cato for this coin (see
coin #26). The female bust on the obverse could be Libertas.
Bibliography:
RRC,p.473,737,#462/1a
BMC, ii, pp. 574-575, #17
Sydenham, p. 176, #1053
Babelon, Porcia, 10
Carson, p. 62, #227
Broughton, p . 606
Kent, pl. 22, #83
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45:
Caius Julius Caesar
AR denarius (Type I)
Metal and Type:
Date:
c. 46-45 B.C.
Mint:
Corduba (?), Spain
Weight:
3.71 g
Provenance:
Grading:
Good
Purchase Price:
80¢
Cleaning:

The coin had a dark brown background with a dull shine on the
high relief, good details, and no tarnish or corrosion. The coin
was soaked in soap and water for 30 minutes, brushed, and
rinsed for 10 minutes. The details became sharper, and a higher
shine formed on the high relief.

OBV :

Bust of Venus Genetrix, draped, wearing diadem and with star
in hair, 1.; on shoulder, bust of Cupid; behind, scepter; [on 1.,

REV:

Trophy with oval shield and carnyx in r. hand and oblong shield
and carnyx in I. hand; on 1., kneeling naked, bearded Gaul
captive with hands tied behind back; on r., seated female captive,
resting head in r. hand and weeping; in ex., [CAE]SAR; border of
dots.

lituus].

This coin of Julius Caesar was minted after his conquest of Gaul and
his defeat of Pompey and his supporters at Munda. When he left behind part
of his army in the conquered areas of Spain, he ensured they were paid by
having this coin minted. On the obverse is Venus Genetrix, the patron deity
of Julius Caesar, to whom he attributed his greatness and success. The reverse
celebrates Caesar's triumphs. The trophy in the center follows the common
practice of placing the vanquished foe's armor on a tall pole (see coin #35) .
The two captives resting beside the trophy have possible identities. The
bearded captive could be Vercingeterix while the female captive could be
Hispania. The arms next to the trophy are Gaulic and Spanish arms.
Bibliography:
RRC,p.479,#468/2
BMC, ii, pp. 368-369, #86
Sydenham,p. 168,#1015
Babelon, Julia, 12
Carson, pp. 62-63, #232
Foss, p. 13, #6
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46:
Marcus Antonius (in part with Marcus Lepidus)
AR quinarius
Metal and Type:
Date:
43-42 B.C.
Mint:
Transalpine Gaul and Cisalpina
Weight:
1.66 g
Provenance:
Grading:
Purchase Price:
Cleaning:

The coin had a slightly dark background with some tarnish and
corrosion on right side of the reverse, and poor details. The high
relief had a decent shine. The coin was soaked in CLR and water
for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 10 minutes. A lighter
shine formed with a lighter background. The tarnish was
eliminated, and the letters became clearer.

OBV:
REV:

Bust of Victory, r.; around, Ill VIR [R PC].
Lion walking, r.; above, [AN]TONI; below, [I]MP; tor., XLI.

This coin was minted by Marc Antony while proconsul of Gaul. He
struck the coin on behalf of Lepidus after the two of them unified on 30 May
43-42 B.C. as ill VIR R P C (triumvir reipublicae constituendae) with Octavian.
The bust on the obverse could be of Fulvia, the wife of Marc Antony. On the
reverse, the number XLI refers to the age of Marc Antony that year, 41. He
was born on 14 January 83 B.C.
Bibliography:
RRC,p . 499,#489/6
BMC, ii, p. 396, #48
Sydenham, p . 189, #1163
Babelon, Antonia, 32
J. Eckhel, DNV, vi, 40
B. Borghesi, CEuvresi, p . 458
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47:
Lucius Mussidius
Metal and Type:
Date:
Mint:
Weight:
Provenance:
Grading:
Purchase Price:

Titi Filius Longus
AR denarius
42 B.C.
Rome
3.96g
Very Fine
$1.25

Cleaning:

The coin had a very dark background with good lettering and
details. Heavy brown corrosion had built up around the left
side, lettering, and lower right of the obverse. The coin was
soaked in CLR and water for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for
10 minutes. A clear dark background formed with some
corrosion remammg.

OBV:

Head of Concordia, wearing veil, r.; behind, CONCORDIA
upwards; below chin, star; border of dots.
Circular shrine to Venus Cloacina, ornamented with a trellispattern balustrade, on it are two statues of Venus Cloacina, the
one on the left holds flower in l. hand; on the platform to the r.
is a low column surmounted by an ornament, to l. of platform is
a flight of steps and a portico, inscribed CLOACIN; above, L
MVSSIDIVS LONGVS; border of dots.

REV:

The star on the obverse symbolizes the belief in the immanence of a
new age, perhaps reinforcing the image of Concordia, the personification of
harmony and peace, depicted on the obverse. The reverse depicts a shrine to
Venus "the cleanser," continuing the idea of a new age cleansed by Venus
herself. In 42 B.C., the murderers of Caesar had been defeated at the battle of
Phillipi, and the Republic was under the rule of Octavian, Marcus Antonius,
and Lepidus. Perhaps Mussidius is commemorating the establishment of a
new age of peace with this coin. The use of Venus would coincide with the
use of Venus by both Julius Caesar and Octavian to commemorate their
victories to her (see coins #45 and 49).
Bibliography:
RRC,p.509,#494/42b
BMC, i, p. 577, #4244
Sydenham, p . 181, #1093a
Babelon, Mussidia, 6
T.P. Wiseman, CQ (1964), p. 127
E. Nash, Pictorial Dictionary of Ancient Rome (London, 1968), i, p. 262
C. C. von Essen, Mnemosyne (1956), p . 137
E. Pais, RAL (1924), p. 15
Broughton, p . 447
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48:
Gaius Julius Caesar Octavianus
AR denarius
Metal and Type:
Date:
36 B.C.
Mint:
moving with Octavian
Weight:
3.85 g
Provenance:
Grading:
Purchase Price:
$1.00

Cleaning:

The coin had a light silver background with some tarnish
around the edges, no corrosion, and decent details. The coin was
soaked in vinegar for 30 minutes and brushed with little to no
effect. The coin was later soaked in soap and water for 30
minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 10 minutes. Even then, there
was little change in the condition of the coin.

OBV:

Head of Octavian, bearded, r.; around, IMP CAESAR DIVI Fill
VIR ITER RPC; border of dots.
Tetrastyle temple enclosing veiled statue of Julius Caesar
holding lituus in r. hand; in pediment, star; [on architrave, DIVO
IVL]; to 1., lighted altar; around, COS ITER ET TER DESIG; border
of dots.

REV:

This coin of Octavian commemorates the final defeat of the family of
Pompey and his followers after the defeat of Sextus Pompey. The murder of
Julius Caesar was finally avenged. To commemorate the event, Octavian
created the coin type on the reverse depicting the beginning of the
construction of the Temple of Divine Julius in Rome (completed in 29 B.C.).
The star on the pediment was the sidum Iulium, the sign of the divinity of
Julius Caesar. The inscription on the reverse is consul iterum et tertia
designatus, "consul for the second time and designated for the third time." On
the obverse, Octavian depicts his own portrait, a modification of the new type
of coin portraiture which was started in Rome by Julius Caesar based on
Hellenistic models. The inscription reads "son of the divine imperator Caesar"
Uu!ius Caesar] and triumvir iterum reipublicae constituendae, "triumvir for the
second time [with Marcus Antonius and Lepidus] for establishing the
Republic." By placing his portrait with the powerful inscription, Octavian
successfully depicts himself as the descendant and vindicator of Julius Caesar
as well as joint ruler of Rome. The coin is attributed to Statilius Taurus, the
legate of Octavian in Africa, who may have minted the coins to pay the
legions encamped in Sicily.
Bibliography:
RRC, pp. 537-538, #540/2
Sydenham, p. 208, #1338
Babelon, Julia, 139
Carson, p. 79, #311

BMC, ii, p. 580, #33
Kent, pl. 33, #118
Foss, p. 37, #83
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49:
Gaius Julius Caesar Octavianus
Metal and Type:
AR denarius (Type VI)
Date:
c. 36 B.C.
Mint:
Rome or Italian Mint
Weight:
3.68 g
Provenance:
Grading:
Purchase Price:
Cleaning:

The coin had a bright silver background with excellent details,
some tarnish around edges, and no corrosion. The coin was
soaked in vinegar for 30 minutes and brushed with little to no
effect. The coin was later soaked in CLR and water for 30
minutes, brushed, and rinsed for 10 minutes. Some tarnish
remained on reverse.

OBV:
REV:

Head of Octavian, bare, r ..
Venus Victrix, naked to the hips, standing, resting I. arm on
pillar, and holding scepter in I. hand and crested helmet in
extended r. hand, 1.; to 1., shield, ornamented with star in field;
across field, [C]AESAR DIVI F.

This coin of Octavian refers to the ovation given by him after the battle
of Naulochus. On the reverse, he depicts Venus Victrix to whom he
attributes his victories, just as Julius Caesar did. Venus Victrix was
worshipped and revered by the gens Julia and claimed descent from her. With
the advent of Octavian's control over minting coins, the abbreviated names
of magistrates no longer regularly appear on coins. Octavian also uses a more
youthful and idealized portrait of himself (see coin #48) which he would
continue to do throughout his reign as emperor.
Bibliography:
BMC, ii, pp. 8-10, #4333
Carson, p. 80, #313
Sutherland, p. 120, #204-5
Kent, pl. 34-35, #121
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50:
Marcus Antonius
Metal and Type:
Date:
Mint:
Weight:
Provenance:
Grading:
Purchase Price:

Good
60¢

Cleaning:

The coin had a silver background with a dark black rim, some
tarnish around the details, and no corrosion. The coin was
soaked in soap and water for 30 minutes, brushed, and rinsed for
10 minutes . The dark areas around the details remained.

OBV:

Galley with rowers, with standard at prow, r.; above, ANT AVG;
below, III VIR R [PC]; border of dots.
Legionary Aequilia between two standards; below in field, LEG II;
border of dots.

REV:

(

AR denarius (Series III) Legionary Coins
c. 31 B.C.
Eastern mint, moving with him
3.58 g

This coin, minted by Marc Antony after abandoning Rome to rule in
Egypt with Cleopatra, was struck to pay for the legions that accompanied him.
He struck a coin similar to this one for each legion with him. This particular
coin was minted for the second legion (LEG II on the reverse). The coin has a
much baser metal than other coins of the time, perhaps alluding to the
limited resources of Marc Antony and his army. The AVG on the reverse
refers to Antonius as an augur.
Bibliography:
RRC,p.540,#544/14
BMC, ii, pp. 527-528, #192
Sydenham, p . 195, #1216
Babelon, Antonia, 105
Carson, p. 81, #317
Foss, p. 39, #90d
Sutherland, p. 111, #190, 193
Kent, pl. 32, #112
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51:
Quintus Aelius Lamia
JE dupondius
Metal and Type:
Date:
c. 15 B.C.
Mint:
Rome
Weight:
8.59 g
Provenance:
Grading:
Very Fine
45¢
Purchase Price:

Cleaning:

The coin had heavy green corrosion on both sides with visible
but barely legible lettering. The coin had a fine, natural patina
with heavy areas of corrosion around the lettering. The coin
was cleaned by Harlan J. Berk. The patina remained intact, and
all green corrosion was eliminated.

OBV:

A VGVSTVS TRIBVNIC POTEST, in three lines; border of oak
wreath .
Around, Q [AE]LIVS LAMIA, III VIR A A A F F; in field, S C.

REV:

Quintus Aelius Lamia was the magistrate under Augustus and was the
son of L. Aelius Lamia, the consul of A.D. 3. He could also have been a friend
of Horace. The oak wreath border on the obverse refers to the civica corona
given to Octavian as one of his honors in 27 B.C. The inscription on the
reverse refers to the triumvir aere, argenta, auro, flando, feriundo, the new name
for the triumviri monetales, the three men in charge of striking and casting
bronze, silver, and gold.
Bibliography:
BMC, ii, pp. 86-87, #4614
Carson, ii, p. 10, #337
Foss, p. 47, #35a
Babelon, Aelia, 7
Kent, pl. 39, #139
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Catalogue Entries for the Stolen Coins from the Collection

(

In order to create a complete record of the collection, the precious little
information remaining on the four coins stolen from the collection in 192728 will be included here. The coins were perhaps some of the most valuable
coins in the collection and would have proved to be an excellent addition to
the collection. The information in these entries was found on the photocopy
of the envelopes which held each coin.

1.

Publius Fonteius Capito
AR denarius (54 B.C.)
Very good grading, scarce.
Purchased for 90¢
Babelon, Fonteia, 17

2.

Publius Fonteius Capito with T. Didius (Imperator)
AR denarius (c. 54 B.C.)
Very good grading, scarce.
Purchased for $1.00
The coin types made some references to the Villa Publica.
Babelon, Fonteia, 18

3.

Petillius Capitolinus
AR denarius (43 B.C.)
Very good grading, scarce.
Purchased for $1.00
The coin types made some references to Horace's Satires.

4.

Caius Caesar Octavianus and Marcus Antonius
AR denarius (41 B.C.)
Extremely fine grading.
Purchased for $4.00
Babelon, Antonia, 51

(
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Handling Coins in the Collection
(

While the coins of the Roman Republican collection are hardly as
valuable as those of the Otillia Buerger collection, certain precautions and
measures should be taken to ensure that the coins are handled properly by
observers and students. If these procedures are followed, the coins will not
have to be cleaned again for a long time, and the images on the coins will be
better preserved . Please observe the following precautions when handling
cams:

(

1.

When handling coins outside of their protective holders, always wear
the white cotton gloves provided. The acids and oils on one's skin,
over long periods of exposure, can damage both the image and the coin
and require the coins to be cleaned again.

2.

Always handle coins by their edges. Grasping coins by the flat side of
the obverse or reverse could rub the image to the point where damage
can be done. Do not worry about the edges of the serrated coins.

3.

Never directly touch the surface on the coin, even with the protective
gloves. Coins of age and wear, such as those in the collection, can
easily be damaged. Even the most harmless of touches or rubs can
build up over time and cause damage to the image.

4.

Handle the coins over a clean, soft surface in case they should fall.

5.

Keep the coins away from foreign chemicals. That includes everything
from food and drinks to the oils on your fingertips.

6.

Please handle only one coin at a time.

7.

Try not to cough or breathe heavily on the coins in order to reduce the
amount of moisture affecting the coins.

8.

Be sure to return the coins to the protective holders when you are
through handling them.

9.

Be sure to study and store the coins away from excessive heat and
humidity. Again, be sure to return the coins to their protective holders
when finished.

10.

Never clean a coin. This includes rubbing the image to make its shine
brighter, spitting on it to get dust off, or any other method to attempt to
bring the image out further. Any further or uncontrolled attempts to
clean the coins could result in damage to the coin, the image, the
patina, or the value of the coin.
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Grading Coins in the Collection
The grading assigned to several of the coins is based on a system of
grading used by numismatists for centuries (ANS MS-60) to reflect a coin's
state of preservation. The grading for each coin in the collection was found
on the photocopy of the envelope which held the coin. The grading for each
coin was assigned over seventy years ago and may not be the appropriate
grading for the coin today. As a basis of comparison, use the following
information to understand the grading system and how a coin's appearance
can affect its grading assignment.
FAIR

The coin must have a great deal of wear but have enough design
and lettering to be easily identifiable. The mint marks should
also still be identifiable. The coin could be bent or corroded.

GOOD (G)

The coin may show heavy wear while major features of the coin
type are still visible. The basic features should be outlined, and
most of the legend must be visible. The coin must be clean.

VERY GOOD (VG) The coin must have more wear than a FINE coin.

The
finer details are almost worn off, but the coin still has
clear and bold features. There may be an appreciable
amount of wear, but the coin must be free of serious
gouges, mutilations, or scratches from use.

FINE (F)

The major designs of the coin remain sharp and visible . The
coin may exhibit moderate wear over the entire coin with some
of the high relief worn off or rubbed down. All lettering and
details should be legible and visible.

VERY FINE (VF)

The coin should have very sharp lettering, designs, and
features. There may also be some wear on the high relief.
Now, more of the intricate details of the coin type may be
visible, such as lines of hair, jewelry, or other facial
features. The coin, even in its best condition, should still
show signs of use.

EXTREMELY FINE (EX, XF)

Almost in mint condition, the coin will
show more wear than an UNCIRCULATED
coin on the high relief. Nearly all details,
features, and lettering of the coin type should
be visible.

UNCIRCULATED This coin should be in almost perfect condition, as if it
had just come off the minting block. There should be no
wear even on the highest relief of the coin. The coin
should appear brilliant and toned with no tarnish. There
may be signs of handling, but no signs of wear.
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Conclusion

The catalogue entries provided here are not the final editions for each
coin. The dating for each coin is questionable since dating Roman Republican
coins is such a constantly changing area of Republican numismatics. The
grading and value of each coin should be professionally determined at some
time by having the collection examined by a professional numismatist or coin
dealer. The provenance, while examined as much as possible here, could also
be researched more in the hopes of producing an actual date of the
collection's inception and perhaps a name of a donator or collector to
properly name the collection. The images on the types of the coins are always
open to further analysis . The descriptions, iconography, and propagandistic
use for each coin could always be augmented . The bibliography for each coin
is limited for the purpose of this catalogue. Further analysis of sources for
each coin, magistrate, and coin type is warranted. The slides and exhibit for
the coins could also be improved by future students. Essentially, this
catalogue should serve as a foundation for the student of Classics, History, Art
History, or any major to begin to analytically study the coins of the collection.
The catalogue and collection were designed and constructed on the single
hope that future Lawrence students will edit, revise, and augment this work
in the pursuit of truth and greater accuracy in their numismatic studies.
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(
An "attendant" or official who accompanied senior
magistrates in addition to the lictors.

ACCENSUS
ACROTERIUM
AE

The prow-stem of a galley.

The numismatic abbreviation for bronze, copper, or a copper alloy.

AEDILES CURULES

Officials who took over control of general
administration of the city and its buildings and the
organizing of public games and spectacles. They
sometimes function as mint magistrates in the
Republic. The curules signify the two most important
aediles.

AQUILlA

An eagle. On a standard (q.v.), it was the representation of an
eagle holding a thunderbolt in each claw which was set on a pole
as the sign for a legion.

APEX

A hat with a small rod or spike at the top. The hat was worn by
certain Roman priests such as the flamen and the pontifex
maxim us.

APLUSTRE The curved decorative extension of the stern of a galley. It
usually spreads out into several frond-like parts. It was used to
display pennants to give signals to other ships. It became a
symbol of naval power or victory.
AR

The numismatic abbreviation for argentum, Latin for silver.

AS (AES)

A "unit or unity." Usually translated as bronze, it was made of
copper or a copper alloy. The standard weight for coinage. Thus,
the bronze coin which became the standard weight for
determining the value of silver coins became known as an as .

ASPERGILLUM A whisk used for sprinkling water and the basin which
contains the water.

l

AUGUR

A college of Roman priests who practiced a specialized form of
divination predicting the success or failures of actions which
were proposed.

AUREUS

The standard gold coin of the Roman Empire, worth 25 denarii
(q.v.) .

BIGA

A two-horse chariot.

CADUCEUS

A herald's staff. It became a symbol of settling quarrels and
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commercial prosperity.

(

CAPIS

A one-handled ladle or dipper used in Roman religious
ceremonies.

CARNYX

A type of trumpet used by the Gauls. Its mouth is set at an angle
to imitate the mouth of an animal.

CHLAMYS A short cloak worn by men engaged in active pursuits. In Latin,
it referred to a soldier's cloak.
CISTA
COIN

A box or basket used as a container.
A set quantity of metal, usually shaped into a circular form,
impressed with a decorative type which includes a symbol or legend
of the minting authority guaranteeing its authenticity and set value.

COMITIUM The name of the area on the edge of the Forum Romanum
which was used as a place of public assembly and where elections
took place.
CONTROL MARKS

(

Symbols, such as an anchor or crescent, which were
placed on a coin by a minting magistrate to signify the
location of the minting of the coin as well as to
guarantee the authenticity of the value of the coin.

CORNUCOPIA A "horn of plenty" overflowing with fruit and ears of grain.
It was a symbol of prosperity.
CORONA CIVICA The civic crown made of oak-leaves was awarded to a
man who had saved the life of a fellow citizen in battle or,
by his actions, had saved his fellow citizens of the state.
An additional award in recognition of the lives which
were saved by a victory.
CUIRASS

A breastplate of armor which covered the torso.

CULULLUS The drinking cup used in Roman religious ceremonies.
DENARIUS

The primary silver denomination of the Romans from the late
third century B.C. until the third quarter of the third century
A.D., when it was replaced by the argentus .

DIADEM

A binding of a decorative strip of cloth around the head usually
denoting a victory. During the Republic, it was worn only by
female goddesses.

DIE

A piece of bronze engraved with a coin type (q.v.) which was
transferred to a flan (q.v.) when a coin was struck.

-------------------------------------------
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DOLIOLUM A wine-jar.

(

DUPONDIUS The name of a coin with the value of two asses which was first
introduced in the late Republic and became common in the
reign of Augustus.
EXERGUE

An area separate from the main design of a coin, usually found
beneath a line.

FIELD

The plain area surrounding the main design of a coin.

FLAN

A malleable disk of base metal which becomes a coin when types
(q.v.) are struck into them by contact with dies (q.v.) during the
minting process.

GENIUS

A "generating" or "begetting" spirit or life force which attends a
person or a group of persons and motivates their actions. A
person, organization of people, or abstract idea could have a
genius.

IMPERATOR A "commander" who is awarded this title of honor by his
troops after a victorious battle.

(

JANIFORM A double-headed portrait with the two heads facing away in
opposite directions and the back of their heads together.
JUGATE

"Joined" heads depicted side by side and slightly overlapping
each other.

LAUREL

A type of wreath, usually associated with Apollo, which is a
symbol of victory and often worn as the insignia of a victorious
general. A figure wearing a laurel wreath is described as
laureate.

LEGEND

The writing or inscription which is placed on a coin as part of its
design. It gives the reader information about the person or
persons under whose authority the coin was chosen and issued,
identifies the images or figures in the coin type (q.v.), or conveys
some kind of message to the reader.

LITUUS

A short staff with the end curving around into a flat spiral. A
staff used by auguri (q.v.) to mark out an area in which their
divination was to be carried out. When depicted on coins, the
image of a lituus alludes to the augurate.

MODIUS

The traditional Roman grain measure which usually carried less
than two gallons. It was usually four feet tall and shaped like a
truncated cone with a top smaller than the bottom. It was used
on coin types to symbolize the distribution of grain.
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OBVERSE

The front of a coin, the side made by the lower die and usually
bearing the most important image.

PATERA

A shallow bowl without handles used for pouring libations or
scattering grain and salt during a religious ceremony.

PATINA

A coating or varnish which is spread over an entire surface of a
coin made of the corrosion which has formed over long periods
of time.

PETASUS

A broad-brimmed, low felt hat worn by travelers.

PILEUS

A felt cap, nearly conical in shape, worn by sailors. The cap was
traditionally given to slaves who received their freedom. It may
thus also symbolize liberty.

PONS

A narrow walkway or bridge. In voting scenes, the bridge must
be crossed to reach the area designated for elections.

QUADRIGA A chariot drawn by four horses . It was a symbol of military
victory .
QUADRIGATUS

(

REVERSE

An early silver coin of the Republic with an obverse type
of a youthful, Janiform (q.v .) head and a reverse showing
a god or goddess driving a victorious quadriga (q.v.). It
began to be issued a few years before the beginning of the
Second Punic War and was replaced by the victoriatus as
the standard Roman silver coin.

The image on the back of a coin made by the upper die when
striking.

ROGATOR The proposer of a law, or a polling-clerk who collected votes
when they had been cast.
ROSTRUM A "beak" or ram of a galley. The prow of a ship in its threetoothed form is commonly used in the Republic.
SCABELLUM A stool, low seat, or the chair used by a tribune.
SECURIS

An ax with a single blade which was used in religious
ceremonies.

SERRATUS A denarius (q.v.) with a notched edge produced by chiseling before
the coin is struck. The serrated edge made the coin familiar as a
valuable coin in areas where the inhabitants were slow to trust
the value of standard Roman coins. The serrated edge was not
used to test for the authenticity of a coin's metal content since
plated, serrated coins were also widely available.

-----------·

------
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(

SEQUENCE MARKS Letters of the Greek or Roman alphabet, with or
without added dots, which were used by the minting
magistrates to signify in what order a particular coin
had been minted for each die (q.v.). They also served
as a guarantee of authenticity for the value of a coin.
STANDARDS Ensigns which distinguished legions of the Roman army
from each other during a battle and served as a rallying point
during a battle.
TABELLA

A small plaque, tablet or writing tablet, or a ballot used in voting.

TOGATE

A description of a figure wearing a toga, the cloak worn by
Roman citizens on formal occasions.

TORQUE

A collar or bracelet made in metal. They were very popular
among the Gauls and were used as prizes for soldiers who had
distinguished themselves in battle.

TRIUMVIRI MONETALES

(

The "men of three" or members of an
organization of three men, elected or
appointed once a year, and assigned to the task
of organizing and conducting the minting of
coins.

TYPE An object, person, or device depicted on a coin.

UNCIA A bronze coin weighing one ounce or 1/12 of the Roman pound.
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Figure 2: Relief depicting the Temple of Juno Moneta with the traditional
geese in front of it in flight due to the arrival of the Gauls. (Museo, Ostia)
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Plate I

1. Aes Rude

2. Aes Signatum, Mint-Rome, 280-242 B.C. (RRC 6/1)
Obverse: Corn-ear with dot on either side of stem
Reverse: Tripod

3. Aes Grave, Mint-Rome, 225-217 B.C. (RRC 35/ 1)
Obverse: Laureate head of bearded Janus
Reverse: Prow, r.; above, I

lUI
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Plate I

4. Didrachm, Mint-Rome, 269-266 B.C. (RRC 20/1}
Obverse: Head of Hercules, r. with club and lion skin over shoulder
Reverse: She-wolf, r., suckling twin; in exergue, ROMANO

5. Didrachm (Quadrigatus), Mint-Rome, 225-212 B.C.
Obverse: Laureate, Janiform head
Reverse: Jupiter in quadriga, r., driven by Victory -Jupiter holds scepter in
I. hand and hurls thunderbolt with r. hand, ROMA

